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(54) IMAGE DECODING APPARATUS AND IMAGE DECODING METHOD

(57) To provide a simply-structured image decoding
apparatus which appropriately executes parallel decod-
ing processing.

The image decoding apparatus includes: a stream
segmentation unit (130) which generates four segment
streams by segmenting each of the pictures included in
a bit stream into plural MB lines, and assigning each of
the plural MB lines to a corresponding one of the four
segment streams to be generated; and four decoding
engines (120) which decode the respective four segment
streams in parallel. When the stream segmentation unit
(130) segments a slice in the picture into slice portions
and assigns the respective slice portions to plural seg-
ment streams, the stream segmentation unit (130) recon-
structs, as a new slice, the slice portion group including
at least one slice portion to be assigned to a correspond-
ing one of the segment streams so that the slice portion
group is recognized as a slice by the associated one of
the decoding engines (120).
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to image decod-
ing apparatuses and image decoding methods for de-
coding coded images, and in particular to image decod-
ing apparatuses and image decoding methods for exe-
cuting parallel decoding.

[Background Art]

[0002] An image coding apparatus which codes a mov-
ing picture segments each of the pictures that constitute
a moving picture into macroblocks, and codes the moving
picture in units of a macroblock. Furthermore, the image
coding apparatus generates a bit stream representing
the coded moving picture.
[0003] FIG. 25 is a diagram showing a structure of a
picture to be coded.
[0004] Each of the pictures is segmented into macrob-
locks composed of 16 x 16 pixels, and coded. Here, each
of the macroblocks in the picture is composed of slices,
and the slices constitute the picture. A structural unit of
a picture is referred to as a macroblock line (MB line)
including macroblocks that are arranged in the picture
from left end to right end in the horizontal direction.
[0005] FIG. 26 is a diagram showing a structure of a
bit stream.
[0006] The bit stream is hierarchical, and as shown in
FIG. 26(a), is configured to include a header and pictures
arranged in coding order. The header includes, for ex-
ample, sequence parameter sets (SPSs) referred to for
decoding a sequence including the pictures. As shown
in FIG. 26(b), each of the coded pictures is configured to
include a header and slices. Likewise, as shown in FIG.
26(c), each of the slices is configured to include a header
and macroblocks (MBs). The header at the beginning of
the picture in FIG. 26(b) includes, for example, picture
parameter sets (PPSs) referred to for decoding the pic-
ture.
[0007] FIG. 27 is a diagram showing a structure of a
conventional image decoding apparatus.
[0008] The image decoding apparatus 200 includes a
memory 210 and a decoding engine 220. The memory
210 includes a stream buffer 211 having an area for stor-
ing a bit stream, and a frame memory 212 having an area
for storing decoded image data outputted by the decod-
ing engine 220. The image decoding apparatus 200 ob-
tains coded image data such as macroblocks and pic-
tures included in the bit stream sequentially from the be-
ginning side, and stores the coded image data into the
stream buffer 211.
[0009] The decoding engine 220 sequentially reads
out the coded image data from the stream buffer 211 in
decoding order, and stores the decoded image data gen-
erated by the decoding into the frame memory 212. The
decoding engine 220 decodes the coded image data with

reference to the decoded image data already stored in
the frame memory 212.
[0010] Subsequently, the decoded image data stored
in the frame memory 212 is outputted to a display device
in display order so as to be displayed.
[0011] FIG. 28 is a diagram showing a structure of the
decoding engine 220.
[0012] The decoding engine 220 includes, an entropy
decoding unit 221, an inverse transform unit 222, an
adder 223, a deblocking filter 224, a motion compensa-
tion unit 225, a weighted prediction unit 226, an intra-
picture prediction unit 227, and a switch 228.
[0013] The entropy decoding unit 221 performs entro-
py decoding on coded image data to generate quantized
data indicating quantized values, and outputs the quan-
tized data to the inverse transform unit 222.
[0014] The inverse transform unit 222 performs in-
verse quantization and inverse orthogonal transform on
the quantized data to transform it into difference image
data.
[0015] The adder 223 generates decoded image data
by adding the difference image data outputted from the
inverse transform unit 222 and predicted image data out-
putted from either the weighted prediction unit 226 or the
intra-picture prediction unit 227 via the switch 228.
[0016] The deblocking filter 224 removes coding dis-
tortion included in the decoded image data generated by
the adder 223, and stores the decoded image data with-
out the coding distortion into the frame memory 212.
[0017] The motion compensation unit 225 reads out
the decoded image data stored in the frame memory 212
and performs motion compensation thereon to generate
predicted image data, and outputs the predicted image
data to the weighted prediction unit 226.
[0018] The weighted prediction unit 226 adds weights
to the predicted image data outputted from the motion
compensation unit 225, and outputs it to the switch 228.
[0019] The intra-picture prediction unit 227 performs
intra-picture prediction. In other words, the intra-picture
prediction unit 227 performs intra-picture prediction on
the decoded image data generated by the adder 223 to
generate the predicted image data, and outputs it to the
switch 228.
[0020] In the case where the difference image data to
be outputted from the inverse transform unit 222 has
been generated by intra-picture prediction, the switch
228 outputs the predicted image data that is outputted
from the intra-picture prediction unit 227 to the adder 223.
In the other case where the difference image data that
is outputted from the inverse transform unit 222 has been
generated by inter-picture prediction, the switch 228 out-
puts the predicted image data that is outputted from the
weighted prediction unit 226 to the adder 223.
[0021] Recent years have seen increases in definitions
and frame rates of images. HD (High Definition) coding
and decoding are performed on images at present, but
coding and decoding using higher definitions and higher
frame rates are to be performed on images. More spe-
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cifically, moving pictures having a so-called 4k2k reso-
lution are considered for practical use.
[0022] FIG. 29 is an illustration of HD and 4k2k.
[0023] HD bit streams are distributed via ground digital
broadcasting, BS digital broadcasting, and the like,
wherein pictures having a resolution of "1920 x 1080 pix-
els" are decoded and displayed at a frame rate of 30
frames per second. 4k2k bit streams are scheduled to
be experimentally distributed via high BS digital broad-
casting from 2011, wherein pictures having a resolution
of "3840 x 2160 pixels" are decoded and displayed at a
frame rate of 60 frames per second.
[0024] In short, a 4k2k bit stream has vertical and hor-
izontal resolutions two times those of an HD bit stream,
and has a frame rate two times that of the HD bit stream.
[0025] Furthermore, coding and decoding of 8k4k bit
streams (7680 x 4320 pixels) having vertical and hori-
zontal resolutions two times those of 4k2k bit streams
are to be considered.
[0026] Increases in the resolutions and frame rates of
images inevitably result in significant increases in the
processing loads that are placed on decoding engines
of image decoding apparatuses. For example, in the case
of decoding a 4k2k bit stream, the decoding engine 220
of the image decoding apparatus 200 shown in FIG. 27
requires an operation frequency of 1 GHz or more that
is practically difficult to achieve. This is why parallel de-
coding processing is considered.
[0027] FIG. 30 is a block diagram showing a structure
of an image decoding apparatus that executes parallel
decoding processing.
[0028] An image decoding apparatus 300 includes a
memory 210 and a decoder 320. The decoder 320 in-
cludes N decoding engines 321 (for example, N = 4)
which function similarly to the decoding engine 220
shown in FIGS. 27 and 28. Each of the N decoding en-
gines 321 (first decoding engine 321 to N-th decoding
engine 321) extracts a portion to be processed by the
decoding engine 321 itself from a bit stream stored in the
stream buffer 211, decodes the extracted portion, and
outputs it to the frame memory 212.
[0029] Each of FIGS. 31A and 31B is an illustration for
an example of parallel decoding processing.
[0030] For example, the image decoding apparatus
300 obtains a bit stream including four segment streams,
and stores it into the stream buffer 211. Each of the four
segment streams is an independent stream, and as
shown in FIG. 31A, indicates a moving picture in the seg-
ment among the four segments of a picture. Each of the
four decoding engines 321 (for example, N = 4) of the
image decoding apparatus 300 extracts the segment
stream to be processed by the decoding engine 321 itself
from the stream buffer 211, decodes it, and causes the
moving picture to be displayed in the segment corre-
sponding to the segment stream.
[0031] Otherwise, the image decoding apparatus 300
obtains a bit stream including pictures composed of four
slices, and stores it into the stream buffer 211. The four

slices are generated by horizontally dividing the picture
into four segments as shown in FIG. 31B. Each of the
four decoding engines 321 (for example, N = 4) of the
image decoding apparatus 300 extracts the slices to be
processed by the decoding engine 321 itself from the
stream buffer 211, decodes them, and causes the moving
picture to be displayed in the segments corresponding
to the respective slices.
[0032] However, as shown in FIG. 31A, there is a need
to restrict moving picture coding methods in order to gen-
erate a single bit stream as four segment streams and
decode these streams. This necessitates modification in
the whole system, requiring heavy loads.
[0033] Furthermore, as shown in FIG. 31B, there is a
need to restrict moving picture coding methods in order
to divide a picture into four segments, code and decode
the respective segments.
[0034] More specifically, in the MPEG-2 (Moving Pic-
ture Experts Group phase 2) that is moving picture coding
and decoding standards, slices are always divided at
boundaries of MB lines. In addition, in H. 264/AVC, the
sizes and positions of slices that are set for pictures are
arbitrary, and only one slice may be set for a picture.
Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 31B, uniquely setting the
positions and sizes of slices necessitates modifying the
whole systems in MPEG-2 and H. 264/AVC, requiring
heavy loads.
[0035]  For this, image decoding apparatuses have
been considered which decodes, in parallel, bit streams
each representing a moving picture coded conforming to
the MPEG-2 or H. 264/AVC standards without restricting
or modifying the operational standards.
[0036] For example, each of the image decoding ap-
paratuses in Patent Literatures 1 and 2 segments each
of the pictures in a bit stream generated conforming to
MPEG-2 into slices, and performs parallel decoding
processing on the respective slices.
[0037] The image decoding apparatus in Patent Liter-
ature 3 segments each of the pictures in a bit stream
generated conforming to H. 264/AVC into MB lines, and
performs parallel decoding processing on the respective
MB lines.
[0038] FIG. 32 is an illustration of decoding processing
performed by the image decoding apparatus according
to Patent Literature 3.
[0039] The first decoding engine of the image decoding
apparatus decodes the 0th MB line in a picture, the sec-
ond decoding engine decodes the first MB line in the
picture, and the third decoding engine decodes the sec-
ond MB line in the picture.
[0040] In addition, each of the decoding engines se-
quentially decodes the macroblocks from left end to right
end of each MB lines. Here, in the decoding of the mac-
roblodks, a current macroblock to be decoded has de-
pendent relationships with the macroblocks located at
the left, left above, above, and right above positions when
seen from the current macroblock. In other words, in the
decoding of the macroblocks, each of the decoding en-
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gines requires information obtained by decoding the
macroblocks located at the left, left above, above, and
right above positions when seen from the current mac-
roblock. Accordingly, each of the decoding engines starts
decoding the current macroblock after the decoding of
these required macroblocks is completed. In the case
where at least one of these macroblocks located at the
left, left above, above, and right above positions of a cur-
rent macroblock does not exist, decoding of the current
macroblock is started after the decoding of the other mac-
roblocks is completed. In other words, the image decod-
ing apparatus executes parallel decoding on the mac-
roblocks located two segments apart vertically and one
segment apart horizontally.
[0041] The image decoding apparatus in Patent Liter-
ature 4 receives a bit stream generated conforming to H.
264/AVC, inserts a line header to each of the MB lines
of the bit stream, and executes parallel decoding
processing on the MB lines. Each of the decoding en-
gines of the image decoding apparatus extracts the MB
lines to be processed by the decoding engine itself based
on the line headers, and decodes the respective MB lines.

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0042]

[PTL 1] Japanese Unexamined Laid-open Patent
Application Publication No. 6-225278
[PTL 2] Japanese Unexamined Laid-open Patent
Application Publication No. 8-130745
[PTL 3] Japanese Unexamined Laid-open Patent
Application Publication No. 2006-129284
[PTL 4] US Patent No. 7305036, Specification

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0043] However, the image decoding apparatuses ac-
cording to Patent Literatures 1 to 4 entail a problem of
not being able to execute appropriate parallel decoding
processing or a problem of requiring a complicated ap-
paratus configuration.
[0044] In other words, since each of the image decod-
ing apparatuses according to Patent Literatures 1 and 2
segments each of pictures into slices and executes par-
allel decoding on the respective slices, each of the image
decoding apparatuses cannot execute appropriate par-
allel decoding processing on a bit stream such as an H.
264/AVC bit stream in which the sizes and positions of
the slices are arbitrarily set. In other words, unequal loads
are placed on the decoding engines provided to the im-
age decoding apparatus, which disable the image de-
coding apparatus to effectively execute decoding utilizing
parallel processing. For example, in the case where a

picture is composed of a slice, the image decoding ap-
paratus cannot segment the picture, and thus one of the
decoding engines must decode the whole picture.
[0045] Furthermore, each of the image decoding ap-
paratuses according to Patent Literatures 3 and 4 may
segment a slice in an H. 264/AVC picture. In this case,
each of the decoding engines must have a function for
appropriately recognizing each of portions of the seg-
mented slice as a slice, requiring that the image decoding
apparatus has a complicated structure.
[0046] The present invention has been conceived in
view of this, and thus has an object to provide image
decoding apparatuses and image decoding methods for
appropriately executing parallel decoding processing on-
ly requiring a simple configuration.

[Solution to Problem]

[0047] In order to achieve the aformentioned object,
an image decoding apparatus, according to the present
invention, which decodes a bit stream including coded
image data includes: an obtainment unit configured to
obtain the bit stream; a stream segmentation unit config-
ured to generate N segment streams by segmenting each
of coded pictures included in the bit stream obtained by
the obtainment unit into structural units, and assigning,
as a portion, each of the structural units to a correspond-
ing one of the N segment streams to be generated, N
being an integer equal to or greater than 2; and N decod-
ing units configured to decode, in parallel, the respective
N segment streams generated by the stream segmenta-
tion unit, wherein, when the stream segmentation unit
segments a slice in one of the coded pictures into slice
portions and assigns each of the slice portions to the
corresponding one of the N segment streams in gener-
ating the N segment streams, the stream segmentation
unit reconstructs a slice portion group as a new slice so
that the slice portion group is recognized as the new slice
by an associated one of the N decoding units, the slice
portion group including at least one slice portion to be
assigned to the corresponding one of the N segment
streams.
[0048] In this way, each of the coded pictures is seg-
mented into structural units such as plural macroblock
lines, and each of the macroblock lines is assigned as a
portion of the corresponding one of the segment stream
to the associated one of the N decoding units. This allows
the respective N decoding units to equally share the de-
coding processing, and execute appropriate parallel de-
coding processing. For example even in the case of a
coded picture conforming to H. 264/AVC which is com-
posed of a slice, the coded picture is segmented into
plural macroblock lines, and thus the load to decode the
slice is equally shared by the N decoding units without
being placed on one of the decoding units.
[0049] Here, when the coded picture is segmented into
plural macroblock lines, a slice located across plural mac-
roblock lines may be segmented into plural slice portions,
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and the respective slice portions may be assigned to mu-
tually different segment streams. In other words, each of
the segment streams includes slice portion groups each
composed of at least one slice portion that is a chip of a
slice, instead of including the whole slice in the coded
picture. The slice portion groups may not include a head-
er indicating the beginning of the group, and end infor-
mation indicating the end.
[0050]  For this, in the present invention, the stream
segmentation unit reconstructs each of the slice portion
groups as a new slice. Thus, the decoding engine that
decodes the segment stream including the slice portion
group can easily recognize the slice portion group as the
new slice and decode it appropriately without performing
any special processing for appropriately recognizing and
decoding the slice portion group. In other words, the
present invention eliminates the need to provide each of
the N decoding units with a function or a structure for
such special processing. For this reason, it is possible to
use conventional decoding circuits as the decoding units
for decoding the segment streams, and therefore to sim-
plify the structure of the whole image decoding appara-
tus.
[0051] For example, in the case where the slice portion
group does not start at a beginning of a slice in the coded
picture, the stream segmentation unit reconstructs the
slice portion group as the new slice by inserting supple-
mental information required to decode the new slice to a
beginning of the slice portion group.
[0052] The supplemental information that is placed at
the beginning of the slice portion group included in the
bit stream in this way allows the decoding unit that de-
codes the segment stream to appropriately decode the
slice portion group by obtaining and using the supple-
mental information without performing any special
processing.
[0053] In addition, the stream segmentation unit may
include: a copying unit configured to generate a supple-
mental information copy by copying the supplemental in-
formation that is required to decode the slice and placed
at the beginning of the slice in the coded picture; and an
insertion unit configured to insert the supplemental infor-
mation copy regarded as the supplemental information
to the beginning of the slice portion group, and the image
decoding apparatus may further include an address up-
date unit configured to update address information in-
cluded in the supplemental information copy to address
information indicating an address of a starting macrob-
lock in the slice portion group.
[0054] Since the address information indicating the ad-
dress of the starting macroblock in the slice portion group
is included in the supplemental information of the slice
portion group, the decoding unit can recognize the cor-
rect address of the starting macroblock in the slice portion
group by reading out the address information without per-
forming any special processing.
[0055] In addition, the slice in the bit stream may in-
clude, at the beginning of the slice, supplemental infor-

mation required to decode the slice, the stream segmen-
tation units may include: N buffers each of which is as-
sociated with a corresponding one of the N decoding
units; a segment output unit configured to segment each
of the coded pictures into structural units, and output each
of the structural units to an associated one of the N buff-
ers; and a supplemental information processing unit con-
figured to sequentially obtain data included in the coded
picture, and output the supplemental information to the
respective N buffers when the supplemental information
is included in the sequentially obtained data, each of the
N buffers may be configured to: output data included in
one of the structural units outputted by the segment out-
put unit upon obtaining the data; receive and hold the
supplemental information outputted from the supplemen-
tal information processing unit; output the held supple-
mental information before outputting the data only when
the data of the assigned one of the structural units is
obtained immediately after the supplemental information;
and overwrite new supplemental information on the held
supplemental information when the new supplemental
information is obtained immediately after the held sup-
plemental information, and each of the N decoding units
may be configured to decode the segment stream includ-
ing the supplemental information and the data of the as-
signed one of the structural units, the segment stream
being outputted from the buffer associated with the de-
coding unit.
[0056] Causing the supplemental information process-
ing unit to output the supplemental information obtainable
from the bit stream in this simple manner makes it pos-
sible to cause the N buffers to output, with an appropriate
timing, only the supplemental information necessary for
the N segment streams from among the supplemental
information that are otherwise outputted from the N buff-
ers. As a result, it is possible to appropriately insert sup-
plemental information to the beginning of each slice por-
tion group that does not start at the beginning of a slice
in the coded picture.
[0057] In addition, in the case where the slice portion
group does not end at an end of a slice in the coded
picture, the stream segmentation unit reconstructs the
slice portion group as a new slice by setting end infor-
mation indicating an end of the slice portion group at the
end of the slice portion group.
[0058] Since end information is placed at the end of
the slice portion group included in the segment stream,
the decoding unit that decodes the segment stream can
appropriately recognize the end of the slice portion group
without performing any special processing.
[0059] In addition, the stream segmentation unit may
be further configured to: obtain mode information indi-
cating whether or not to perform segmentation; and out-
put each of bit streams obtained by the obtainment unit
to a corresponding one of the N decoding units in the
case where the mode information indicates that no seg-
mentation should be performed, and the respective N
decoding units may be further configured to receive and
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decode, in parallel, the bit streams outputted by the
stream segmentation unit.
[0060] In this way, according to mode information, it is
possible to switch between processing of segmenting a
bit stream into segment streams and decoding these seg-
ment streams in parallel and processing of decoding bit
streams in parallel. As a result, for example, it is possible
to reproduce a 4k2k high-resolution image, and simulta-
neously reproduce a multi-channel HD image.
[0061] It is to be noted that the present invention can
be implemented as not only as the image decoding ap-
paratus, but also as a method and a program performed
thereby, as a recording medium storing the program, and
as a corresponding integrated circuit.

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0062] The image decoding apparatus according to the
present invention provides an advantageous effect of be-
ing able to allow a simply-structured apparatus to execute
appropriate parallel decoding processing.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0063]

[FIG. 1]
FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a structure of an
image decoding apparatus according to an embod-
iment of the present invention.
[FIG. 2A]
FIG. 2A is a diagram showing decoding orders of a
picture that is not composed of MBAFFs according
to the embodiment.
[FIG. 2B]
FIG. 2B is a diagram showing decoding orders of a
picture that is composed of MBAFFs according to
the embodiment.
[FIG. 3]
FIG. 3 is an illustration of processing of inserting slice
headers in the picture according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 4]
FIG. 4 is an illustration of processing of updating MB
address information for the picture according to the
embodiment.
[FIG. 5]
FIG. 5 is an illustration of slice-end processing per-
formed on the picture according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 6]
FIG. 6 is a flowchart indicating overall operations per-
formed by the image decoding apparatus according
to the embodiment.
[FIG. 7]
FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing a structure of a
stream segmentation unit according to the embodi-
ment.
[FIG. 8]
FIG. 8 is an illustration of operations performed by

a slice header insertion unit and a slice data process-
ing unit according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 9]
FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing a structure of the
slice header insertion unit according to the embodi-
ment.
[FIG. 10]
FIG. 10 is a diagram showing MB lines and slice
headers to be assigned to a first area to a fourth area
in a segment stream buffer according to the embod-
iment.
[FIG. 11A]
FIG. 11A is a diagram showing positions at which
slice-end information is provided according to the
embodiment.
[FIG. 11B]
FIG. 11B is a diagram showing modified positions at
which slice-end information is provided according to
the embodiment.
[FIG. 12]
FIG. 12 is a flowchart indicating operations per-
formed by a delimiter detection unit according to the
embodiment.
[FIG. 13A]
FIG. 13A is an illustration of high-resolution decoding
according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 13B]
FIG. 13B is an illustration of high-speed decoding
according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 13C]
FIG. 13C is an illustration of multi-channel decoding
according to the embodiment.
[FIG. 14]
FIG. 14 is a diagram showing codes that are used
by a decoding engine according to Variation 1 of the
embodiment for updating MB address information.
[FIG. 15]
FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing a stream seg-
mentation unit, a segment stream buffer, and four
decoding engines of an image decoding apparatus
according to Variation 2 of the embodiment.
[FIG. 16]
FIG. 16 is an illustration of operations performed by
the stream segmentation unit and the four decoding
engines according to Variation 2 of the embodiment.
[FIG. 17]
FIG. 17 is a block diagram showing a stream seg-
mentation unit, a segment stream buffer, and four
decoding engines of an image decoding apparatus
according to Variation 3 of the embodiment.
[FIG. 18]
FIG. 18 is a diagram showing pointers in a buffer
according to Variation 3 of the embodiment.
[FIG. 19]
FIG. 19 is an illustration of operations performed by
the stream segmentation unit according to Variation
3 of the embodiment.
[FIG. 20]
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FIG. 20 is a diagram showing an exemplary applica-
tion of an image decoding apparatus according to
the present invention.
[FIG. 21]
FIG. 21 is a diagram showing a minimum structure
of an image decoding apparatus according to the
present invention.
[FIG. 22]
FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing a structure of a
stream segmentation unit according to the present
invention.
[FIG. 23]
FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing another minimum
structure of an image decoding apparatus according
to the present invention.
[FIG. 24]
FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing another structure
of a stream segmentation unit according to the
present invention.
[FIG. 25]
FIG. 25 is a diagram showing a structure of a picture
to be coded.
[FIG. 26]
FIG. 26 is a diagram showing a structure of a bit
stream.
[FIG. 27]
FIG. 27 is a diagram showing a structure of a con-
ventional image decoding apparatus.
[FIG. 28]
FIG. 28 is a diagram showing a structure of a con-
ventional decoding engine.
[FIG. 29]
FIG. 29 is an illustration of HD and 4k2k.
[FIG. 30]
FIG. 30 is a block diagram showing a structure of an
image decoding apparatus that executes conven-
tional parallel decoding processing.
[FIG. 31A]
FIG. 31A is an illustration of an exemplary conven-
tional parallel decoding processing.
[FIG. 31B]
FIG. 31B is an illustration of another exemplary con-
ventional parallel decoding processing.
[FIG. 32]
FIG. 32 is an illustration of decoding processing per-
formed by a conventional image decoding appara-
tus.

[Description of Embodiment]

[0064] An image decoding apparatus according to an
embodiment of the present invention will be described
below with reference to the drawings.
[0065] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a structure
of an image decoding apparatus according to an embod-
iment of the present invention.
[0066] The image decoding apparatus 100 according
to the embodiment of the present invention is a simply-

structured apparatus which executes appropriate parallel
decoding processing, and includes a decoder 110 and a
memory 150.
[0067] The memory 150 includes an area for storing
data generated as intermediate data by the decoder 110,
and an area for storing data outputted as final data from
the decoder 110.
[0068] More specifically, the memory 150 includes a
stream buffer 151, a segment stream buffer 152, and a
frame memory 153.
[0069] The steram buffer 151 stores a bit stream gen-
erated by and transmitted from the image coding appa-
ratus. In other words, in this embodiment, this stream
buffer 151 is configured as an obtainment unit which ob-
tains the bit stream. The segment stream buffer 152
stores, as the aforementioned intermediate data, N seg-
ment streams generated by the decoder 110. The frame
memory 153 stores, as the aforementioned final data
generated and outputted, N segments of decoded image
data generated by the N decoding engines (decoding
units) 120. The decoded image data is stored in the frame
memory 153. The display device reads the decoded im-
age data, and displays it as a moving picture.
[0070]  The decoder 110 generates decoded image
data by reading out the bit stream stored in the stream
buffer 151 in the memory 150 and decodes the bit stream,
and stores the decoded image data into the frame mem-
ory 153 in the memory 150. In addition, this decoder 110
includes a stream segmentation unit 130, and N decoding
engines (first decoding engine to N-th decoding engine)
120.
[0071] The decoding engine 120 in this embodiment
has a processing capability of decoding two HD images
(1920 x 1088 pixels, 60i) respectively corresponding to
two channels.
[0072] The stream segmentation unit 130 obtains lat-
er-described mode information, and segments the bit
stream into N segment streams (first segment stream to
N-th segment stream) according to the mode information.
In other words, the stream segmentation unit 130 in this
embodiment segments each of the coded pictures in the
bit stream into plural MB lines. Subsequently, the stream
segmentation unit 130 generates N segment streams by
assigning, as a portion, each of the plural MB lines to a
corresponding one of the N segment streams to be gen-
erated.
[0073] An MB line is a structural unit including a row
of plural macroblocks which are arranged in a picture
from left end to right end in the horizontal direction. In
the case where a picture is not composed of MBAFFs
(Macroblock Adaptive Frame Fields), the stream seg-
mentation unit 130 segments each of the pictures into
plural MB lines. In the other case where a picture is com-
posed of MBAFFs, the stream segmentation unit 130 re-
gards two MB lines as a one structural unit (hereinafter
referred to as an MB line pair), and segments each of
the pictures into plural MB pairs. In other words, in the
case of the picture composed of MBAFFs, the stream
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segmentation unit 130 segments each of the pictures into
plural MB lines, and assigns, as a portion, each of both
the two MB lines belonging to each of the MB line pairs
to a corresponding one of the segment streams. The fol-
lowing descriptions are given assuming that each of pic-
tures is not composed of MBAFFs. However, in the case
where processes required for pictures composed of
MBAFFs are different from those for pictures not com-
posed of MBAFFs in the present invention, descriptions
are given of the unique processes for such MBAFFs as
necessary. As long as no unique processes are required
for such MBAFFs, the following descriptions given of pic-
tures that are not composed of MBAFFs can be interpret-
ed as descriptions given of pictures that are composed
of MBAFFs by replacing MB lines with MB line pairs in
the descriptions.
[0074] In segmenting each of the pictures to plural MB
lines, the stream segmentation unit 130 checks whether
or not a header exists immediately before an MB line in
a bit stream or between two macroblock lines belonging
to the MB line, and in the case where a header exists as
such, the stream segmentation unit 130 attaches the
header to the MB line and assigns it as a portion of the
segment stream.
[0075] Such segmentation into MB lines by the stream
segmentation unit 130 results in segmentation of slices
arranged across plural MB lines in each of the pictures.
Furthermore, in segmenting a bit stream into N segment
streams, the stream segmentation unit 130 removes de-
pendency relationships between macroblocks arranged
across N segment streams prior to variable length de-
coding processing.
[0076] Each of the N decoding engines 120 generates
N segments of decoded image data by reading out a
current segment stream to be processed by the decoding
engine 120 itself from the segment stream buffer 152,
and performs parallel decoding on the read-out segment
streams. For example, the first decoding engine 120
reads out a first segment stream from the segment
stream buffer 152, the second decoding engine 120
reads out a second segment stream from the segment
stream buffer 152, the third decoding engine 120 reads
out a third segment stream from the segment stream buff-
er 152, and the fourth decoding engine 120 reads out a
fourth segment stream from the segment stream buffer
152. Subsequently, the respective first decoding engines
120 to the fourth decoding engine 120 perform parallel
decoding on the first to fourth segment streams.
[0077] In decoding the segment streams, each of the
N decoding engines 120 decodes the segment stream
by performing motion compensation as necessary with
reference to decoded image data already stored in the
frame memory 153.
[0078] Furthermore, in decoding a current macroblock
which is in a current segment stream and has been coded
by intra-picture prediction, the corresponding one of the
N decoding engines 120 obtains, as adjacent MB infor-
mation, information of the decoded macroblocks located

at the left above, above, and right above positions with
respect to the current macroblock to be decoded from
the decoding engines 120 which have decoded the mac-
roblocks. The decoding engine 120 which has obtained
the adjacent MB information decodes the current mac-
roblock to be decoded using the adjacent MB information.
As in the same manner, in exemplary cases of performing
deblocking filtering processing and motion vector predic-
tion processing, the decoding engine 120 obtains, as ad-
jacent MB information, information of the decoded mac-
roblocks located at the left above, above, and right above
positions with respect to the current macroblock to be
decoded from the decoding engines 120 which have de-
coded the macroblocks.
[0079] For simplicity, the following descriptions in this
embodiment are given assuming that N represents 4. In
this embodiment, when each of the N (N = 4) decoding
engines 120 completes decoding of the macroblocks lo-
cated at the left above, above, and right above positions
with respect to the current macroblock to be decoded,
the decoding engine 120 starts decoding the current
macroblock to be decoded using the adjacent MB infor-
mation. As a result, the respective first decoding engine
120 to fourth decoding engine 120 decode, in parallel,
the macroblocks located in the MB lines at different hor-
izontal positions.
[0080] FIG. 2A is a diagram showing decoding orders
of a picture that is not composed of MBAFFs.
[0081] In the case of a picture that is not composed of
MBAFFs, the first decoding engine 120 decodes the 0th
MB line, the second decoding engine 120 decodes the
first MB line, the third decoding engine 120 decodes the
second MB line, and the fourth decoding engine 120 de-
codes the third MB line. The K-th (K is an integer equal
to or greater than 0) MB line corresponds to the K-th MB
line from the top end of a picture. For example, the 0th
MB line is located at the 0th position from the top end of
the picture.
[0082] Here, at the start of decoding pictures, the first
decoding engine 120 starts decoding the 0th MB line first.
Next, upon completion of the decoding of two macrob-
locks located at the left end of the 0th MB line, the second
decoding engine 120 starts decoding the left-end mack-
roblocks of the first MB line. Next, upon completion of
the decoding of two macroblocks located at the left end
of the first MB line, the third decoding engine 120 starts
decoding the left-end mackroblocks of the second MB
line. Likewise, upon completion of the decoding of two
macroblocks located at the left end of the second MB
line, the fourth decoding engine 120 starts decoding the
left-end mackroblocks of the third MB line.
[0083] Accordingly, the (K + 1)-th MB line is decoded
in order from left-end macroblock to right-end macroblock
with a delay by two macroblocks from when the K-th mac-
roblock line is decoded.
[0084] FIG. 2B is a diagram showing decoding orders
of a picture that is composed of MBAFFs.
[0085]  In the case of a picture that is composed of
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MBAFFs, each of the MB pairs is a structural unit corre-
sponding to two rows (MB lines) of plural macroblocks
arranged in a picture from left end to right end in the
horizontal direction, as described above. Each MB line
pair is coded by field coding in units of two vertically ar-
ranged macroblocks (a macroblock pair). In each mac-
roblock pair, the top macroblock is decoded first, and the
bottom macroblock is decoded next. In this case, as in
the case of a picture that is not composed of MBAFFs,
the first decoding engine 120 decodes the 0th MB line
pair, the second decoding engine 120 decodes the first
MB line pair, the third decoding engine 120 decodes the
second MB line pair, and the fourth decoding engine 120
decodes the third MB line pair. The K-th (K denotes an
integer equal to or greater than 0) MB line pair is a struc-
tural unit corresponding to the K-th two rows (MB lines)
of macroblocks from top end of a picture. For example,
the 0th MB line is the 0th two MB lines from the top end
of the picture.
[0086] Here, at the start of decoding pictures, the first
decoding engine 120 starts decoding the 0th MB line pair
first. Next, upon completion of the decoding of two mac-
roblock pairs located at the left end of the 0th MB line
pair, the second decoding engine 120 starts decoding
the left-end mackroblocks of the first MB line pair. Next,
upon completion of the decoding of two macroblock pairs
located at the left end of the first MB line pair, the third
decoding engine 120 starts decoding the left top end
mackroblocks of the second MB line pair. Likewise, upon
completion of the decoding of two macroblock pairs lo-
cated at the left end of the second MB line pair, the fourth
decoding engine 120 starts decoding the left-top-end
mackroblocks of the third MB line pair.
[0087] Accordingly, the (K + 1)-th MB line pair is de-
coded in order from left-end macroblock pair to right-end
macroblock pair with a delay by two macroblock pairs
from when the K-th MB line pair is decoded.
[0088]  In the case of a picture that is not composed
of MBAFFs, it is only necessary that the (K + 1)-th MB
line is decoded with a delay by at least two macroblocks
from when the K-th MB line is decoded. In the case of a
picture that is composed of MBAFFs, it is only necessary
that the (K + 1)-th MB line pair is decoded with a delay
by at least two macroblock pairs from when the K-th MB
line pair is decoded. In short, the picture that is not com-
posed of MBAFFs and the picture that is composed of
MBAFFs may be decoded with delays by three macrob-
locks and three macroblock pairs, respectively. It is pos-
sible to minimize time for decoding each of pictures both
in the case where the (K + 1)-th MB line is decoded with
a delay by two macroblocks from when the K-th MB line
is decoded and in the case where the (K + 1)-th MB line
pair is decoded with a delay by two macroblock pairs
from when the K-th MB line pair is decoded. In each of
the exemplary cases where the delay corresponds to
three or more macroblocks and the delay corresponds
to three or more macroblock pairs, time for decoding the
pictures becomes longer as the delay increases.

[0089] The image decoding apparatus 100 in this em-
bodiment is characterized by reconstructing, as a new
slice, a slice or a segment slice group (slice portions)
generated by the stream segmentation unit 130 in the
segmentation. The slice reconstruction involves slice
header insertion processing, slice end processing, and
processing of updating MB address information.
[0090] FIG. 3 is an illustration of processing of inserting
slice headers in a picture.
[0091] For example, the stream segmentation unit 130
segments the picture p1 shown in FIG. 3(a).
[0092] The picture p1 is composed of slices A, B, and
C, and in other words, MB lines L1 to L12.
[0093]  The slice A covers MB lines L1 to L7, and in-
cludes a slice header ha and plural macroblocks mba
arranged sequentially next to the slice header ha. The
slice B covers MB lines L7 and L8, and includes a slice
header hb and plural macroblocks mbb arranged se-
quentially next to the slice header hb. The slice C covers
MB lines L9 to L12, and includes a slice header hc and
plural macroblocks mbc arranged sequentially next to
the slice header hc. Each of the slice headers includes
supplemental information necessary for decoding the
slices having the slice header.
[0094] As shown in FIG. 3(b), the stream segmentation
unit 130 segments the picture p1 into MB lines. Subse-
quently, the stream segmentation unit 130 assigns, as a
portion, each of the MB lines L1 to L12 sequentially from
the top to a corresponding one of the first to fourth seg-
ment streams. For example, the stream segmentation
unit 130 assigns, as portions of the respective first to
fourth segment streams, the MB line L1 to the first seg-
ment stream, the MB line L2 to the second segment
stream, the MB line L3 to the third segment stream, and
the MB line L4 to the fourth segment stream. Subsequent-
ly, upon completion of the MB line to the fourth segment
stream, the stream segmentation unit 130 repeats such
assignment of MB lines starting with the first segment
stream. More specifically, the stream segmentation unit
130 assigns, as portions of the respective MB line L5 to
MB line L8, the MB line L5 to the first segment stream,
the MB line L6 to the second segment stream, the MB
line L7 to the third segment stream, and the MB line L8
to the fourth segment stream.
[0095] As a result, the first segment stream includes
the MB lines L1, L5, and L9 in sequence, the second
segment stream includes the MB lines L2, L6, and L10
in sequence, the third segment stream includes the MB
lines L3, L7, and L11 in sequence, and the fourth segment
stream includes the MB lines L4, L8, and L12 in se-
quence.
[0096]  A set of the MB lines L1 to L6 and the top six
macroblocks in the MB line L7 that are slice portions cor-
responds to the slice A, a set of the last 10 macroblocks
in the MB line L7 that are slice portions corresponds to
the slice B, and a set of MB lines L8 to L12 that are slice
portions corresponds to the slice C. Furthermore, in the
first segment stream, a slice portion group (the slice A in
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the first segment stream) is composed of the MB lines
L1 and L5 that are slice portions of the slice A. Further-
more, in the second segment stream, a slice portion
group (the slice A in the second segment stream) is com-
posed of the MB lines L2 and L6 that are slice portions
of the slice A.
[0097] Here, simply assigning MB lines to segment
streams may be not sufficient to allow the decoding en-
gines 120 to appropriately recognize the slices to be in-
cluded in the respective segment streams.
[0098] For example, the first segment stream includes
MB lines L1, L5, and L9 in sequence. In this case, the
MB lines L1 and L5 should be recognized as the slice A,
and the MB line L9 should be recognized as the slice C.
For this purpose, the slice header ha of the slice A must
be disposed at the beginning of the MB line L1 that should
be the beginning of the slice A in the first segment stream,
and the slice header hc of the slice C must be disposed
at the beginning of the MB line L9 that should be the
beginning of the slice C in the first segment stream. In
the example shown in FIG. 3, the slice headers ha and
hc are arranged, in advance, at the beginning of the re-
spective MB lines L1 and L9, and thus the only thing that
must be performed by the stream segmentation unit 130
is to assign the MB lines L1, L5, and L9 to the first segment
stream together with the slice headers ha and hc.
[0099] On the other hand, the second segment stream
includes MB lines L2, L6, and L10 in sequence. In this
case, the MB lines L2 and L6 should be recognized as
the slice A, and the MB lines L10 should be recognized
as the slice C. For this purpose, the slice header ha of
the slice A must be disposed at the beginning of the MB
line L2 that should be the beginning of the slice A in the
second segment stream, and the slice header hc of the
slice C must be disposed at the beginning of the MB line
L10 that should be the beginning of the slice C in the
second segment stream.
[0100] For this purpose, the stream segmentation unit
130 in this embodiment generates slice header copies
ha’, hb’, and hc’ by copying the slice headers ha, hb, and
hc as necessary and inserts these slice header copies
into the segment stream when assigning these MB lines
into portions of the segment stream.
[0101] For example, the stream segmentation unit 130
generates three slice header copies ha’ by copying the
slice header ha, and inserts the slice header copies ha’
into the positions immediately before the MB lines L2,
L3, and L4. Furthermore, the stream segmentation unit
130 generates a slice header copy hb’ by copying the
slice header hb, and inserts the the slice header copy hb’
into the position immediately before the MB lines L8. Fur-
thermore, the stream segmentation unit 130 generates
three slice header copies hc’ by copying the slice header
hc, and inserts the slice header copies hc’ into the MB
lines L10, L11, and L12.
[0102] As a result, in the second segment stream, the
slice header copy ha’ that is a copy of the slice header
ha of the slice A is disposed immediately before the MB

line L2 that is the beginning of the slice A, and the slice
header copy hc’ that is a copy of the slice header hc of
the slice C is disposed immediately before the MB line
L10 that is the beginning of the slice C. In this way, the
second decoding engine 120 can obtain parameters re-
quired to decode the respective slices A and C of the
second segment stream, based on the slice header cop-
ies ha’ and hc’.
[0103]  Next, a description is given of processing of
updating MB address information.
[0104] The stream segmentation unit 130 updates MB
address information included in the slice header copies
depending on the insertion positions when inserting the
slice header copies into the segment streams as de-
scribed above.
[0105] More specifically, each of the slice headers of
the slices that constitute a picture in a bit stream includes
MB address information such as "first_mb_in_slice" for
identifying the address of the starting macroblock of the
slice in the picture. Thus, each of the slice header copies
generated by copying such slice headers originally in-
cludes the same MB address as the MB address of the
copy-source slice header. As a result, each of the slice
header copies specifies an erroneous address identified
based on the MB address information of the slice header
copy when being inserted to a position different from the
position of the copy-source slice header in the picture.
In other words, the address identified based on the MB
address information of the slice header copy specifies
the address of the starting macroblock in the slice having
the slice header of the copy source instead of specifying
the address of the starting macroblock in the slice having
the slice header copy in the picture in the segment
stream.
[0106] For example, the slice header ha of the slice A
in the picture p1 includes MB address information iden-
tifying the address of the starting macroblock (the starting
macroblock in the MB line L1) in the slice A. Thus, the
slice header copy ha’ generated by copying the slice
header ha originally includes MB address information for
identifying the address of the starting macroblock in the
MB line L1 in the picture p1. As a result, when the slice
header copy ha’ is inserted immediately before the MB
line L2, the address identified based on the MB address
information of the slice header copy ha’ specifies the ad-
dress of the starting macroblock in the MB line L1 instead
of specifying the address of the starting macroblock (the
starting macroblock in the MB line L2) in the slice A having
the slice header copy ha’ in the second segment stream.
[0107] For this reason, the stream segmentation unit
130 in this embodiment updates the MB address infor-
mation included in the slice header copies as described
above.
[0108] FIG. 4 is an illustration of processing of updating
MB address information.
[0109] The stream segmentation unit 130 obtains "pic_
width_in_mbs_minus 1" that is information related to the
number of macroblocks in the horizontal direction of a
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picture, from an SPS (Sequence Parameter Set) included
in the bit stream.
[0110] Furthermore, the stream segmentation unit 130
determines the address of the starting macroblock in the
slice having the slice header of the copy source using
the MB address information "first_mb_in_slice" included
in the slice header of the copy source.
[0111] Next, the stream segmentation unit 130 calcu-
lates "mbposv" that is a value indicating the order of the
MB line in which a current starting macroblock is located
in the picture, based on the determined address of the
starting macroblock. Here, the value "mbposv" is an in-
teger equal to or greater than 0.
[0112] Subsequently, in the case where the MB line
located immediately after the position to which the slice
header copy is inserted is apart by n lines when seen
from the MB line in which the slice header of the copy
source is disposed, the stream segmentation unit 130
determines the MB address information of the slice head-
er copy, based on "first_mb_in_slice[n]" = ("mbposv" +
n) x ("pic_width_in_mbs_minus 1" + 1).
[0113]  In the case where the picture is composed of
MBAFFs (Macroblock Adaptive Frame Fields), the
stream segmentation unit 130 determines the MB ad-
dress information of the slice header copy, based on
"first_mb_in_slice[n]" = ("mbposv" / 2 + n) x ("pic_width_
in_mbs_minus 1" + 1).
[0114] The stream segmentation unit 130 updates the
MB address information originally included in the slice
header copy to the MB address information determined
as described above. In this way, the address identified
based on the MB address information of the slice header
copy specifies the correct address of the starting mac-
roblock in the slice having the slice header copy in the
picture in the segment stream.
[0115] Next, a description is given of slice-end
processing.
[0116] Slice-end information indicating the end of a
slice is set at the end of each of slices that constitute a
picture in the bit stream. Thus, as shown in FIG. 3, simply
segmenting the picture into MB lines and assigning the
respective MB lines to portions of the first to fourth seg-
ment streams may not be sufficient to allow the decoding
engines 120 to appropriately recognize the ends of the
slices in the segment streams.
[0117] For this, the stream segmentation unit 130 in
this embodiment also executes slice-end processing as
well as the slice header insertion processing.
[0118] FIG. 5 is an illustration of the slice-end process-
ing.
[0119] For example, as shown in FIG. 5(a), the slice
C of the picture p1 in the bit stream includes a slice header
hc, MB lines L9 to L12, and a slice-end information ec.
[0120]  The stream segmentation unit 130 segments
the picture p1 into MB lines. As a result, as shown in FIG.
5(b) to 5(e), the MB line L9 is assigned to the first segment
stream together with the slice header hc, the MB line L10
is assigned to the second segment stream, the MB line

L11 is assigned to the third segment stream, and the MB
line L12 is assigned to the fourth segment stream.
[0121] Furthermore, in the aforementioned slice inser-
tion processing, the stream segmentation unit 130 gen-
erates three slice header copies hc’ by copying the slice
header hc, and inserts the respective three slice header
copies hc’ into the positions immediately before the MB
lines L10, L11, and L12 of the second to fourth segment
streams. In addition, in the aforementioned MB address
update processing, the stream segmentation unit 130 up-
dates the MB address information included in the slice
header copies hc’ depending on the positions of the slice
header copies hc’ to be inserted.
[0122] Here, in the slice-end processing, the stream
segmentation unit 130 generates slice-end information
ec’ indicating the end of the slice C (MB line L9) in the
first segment stream, the end of the slice C (MB line L10)
in the second segment stream, the end of the slice C (MB
line L11) in the third segment stream, and the end of the
slice C (MB line L12) in the fourth segment stream. Sub-
sequently, the stream segmentation unit 130 sets the
generated slice-end information ec’ at the positions im-
mediately after the MB lines L9, L10, L11, and L12 of the
first to fourth segment streams. The stream segmentation
unit 130 discards the slice-end information ec originally
included in the bit stream when segmenting the bit stream
into MB lines. In addition, since the slice-end information
ec is identical to the slice-end information ec’, the MB
line L12 is finally assigned to the fourth segment stream
together with the slice-end information ec’ (ec).
[0123]  In this way, each of the decoding engines 120
can appropriately recognize the ends of the slices in the
assigned segment stream.
[0124] FIG. 6 is a flowchart indicating the overall op-
erations performed by the image decoding apparatus 100
in this embodiment.
[0125] First, the image decoding apparatus 100 ob-
tains a bit stream (Step S10), and determines the current
coded pictures to be processed in the bit stream (Step
S12). Furthermore, the image decoding apparatus 100
extracts an MB line by segmenting the pictures to be
processed (Step S14). In the case where a slice header
exists immediately before an MB line or between two
macroblocks belonging to the MB line, the MB line is ex-
tracted together with the slice header.
[0126] Next, prior to assigning the current MB line ex-
tracted by the segmentation in Step S14 to one of the
first to N-th segment streams to be generated, the image
decoding apparatus 100 determines whether or not a
slice header needs to be inserted immediately before the
MB line, and whether or not slice-end information needs
to be set immediately after the MB line already assigned
(Step S16).
[0127] The image decoding apparatus 100 executes
slice reconstruction processing (Step S18) in the case
where it determines in Step S16 that either a slice header
needs to be inserted, slice-end information needs to be
set, or both the insertion and setting need to be performed
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(Yes in Step S16). In short, the image decoding appara-
tus 100 executes at least one of the aforementioned slice
header insertion processing and slice-end processing.
In addition, the image decoding apparatus 100 also ex-
ecutes MB address information update processing when
executing the slice header insertion processing.
[0128]  Subsequently, the image decoding apparatus
100 assigns the MB line to one of the first to the N-th
segment streams to be generated (Step S20). This Step
S20 is repeatedly performed to sequentially assign MB
lines to the first to N-th segment streams, thereby gen-
erating the first to the N-th segment streams.
[0129] The image decoding apparatus 100 decodes,
in parallel, the MB lines assigned to the respective first
to N-th streams (Step S22). In the case where no MB line
is assigned to any of the first to N-th segment streams,
the image decoding apparatus 100 decodes the remain-
ing segment streams other than the segment stream not
assigned with any MB line.
[0130] Next, the image decoding apparatus 100 deter-
mines whether or not all the MB lines in the picture have
already been assigned (Step S24), and when it is deter-
mined that all the MB lines have not yet been assigned
(No in Step S24), repeats the execution of the processing
starting with Step S14. In contrast, when it is determined
that all the MB lines have already been assigned (Yes in
Step S24), the image decoding apparatus 100 further
determines whether or not all the pictures in the bit stream
have already been segmented (Step S26). Here, when
it is determined that all the pictures have not yet been
segmented (No in Step S26), the image decoding appa-
ratus 100 repeats the execution of the processing starting
with Step S12. In contrast, when it is determined that all
the pictures have already been segmented (Yes in Step
S26), the image decoding apparatus 100 completes the
decoding processing.
[0131] The processing operations indicated by the
flowchart in FIG. 6 are examples of processing opera-
tions performed by the image decoding apparatus 100
according to the present invention. The present invention
is not limited to the processing operations shown in this
flowchart.
[0132]  For example, in the flowchart in FIG. 6, the
stream segmentation unit 130 of the image decoding ap-
paratus 100 performs slice header insertion processing
in the slice reconstruction process of Step S18. However,
the stream segmentation unit 130 may directly provide
the slice header copies to the decoding engines 120 that
require the respective slice headers without performing
such slice header insertion processing. In addition, in the
flowchart in FIG. 6, the stream segmentation unit 130
performs MB address information update processing in
the slice reconstruction process of Step S18. However,
the stream segmentation unit 130 may skip such update
processing. In this case, for example, the decoding en-
gines 120 update the MB address information of the slice
header copies in the segment streams. In addition, in the
flowchart in FIG. 6, the stream segmentation unit 130

performs slice-end processing in the slice reconstruction
process of Step S18. However, the stream segmentation
unit 130 may skip such slice reconstruction processing.
In this case, for example, such slice-end processing may
be performed on the already-assigned MB lines, after
each of the MB lines is assigned to a corresponding one
of the first to fourth segment streams in Step S20 and
immediately before a next new MB line is assigned to
one of the segment streams by the stream segmentation
unit 130.
[0133] Here, a detailed description is given of a struc-
ture and operations of the stream segmentation unit 130.
[0134] FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing the structure
of the stream segmentation unit 130.
[0135] The stream segmentation unit 130 includes a
start code detection unit 131, an EPB removal unit 132a,
an EPB insertion unit 132b, a slice header insertion unit
133, and slice data processing units 134a and 134b.
[0136]  The start code detection unit 131 reads out a
bit stream from the stream buffer 151, and detects the
start code of each of NAL units.
[0137] The EPB removal unit 132a removes the EPBs
(bytes for emulation prevention) from the bit stream, and
outputs the bit stream without the EPBs to the slice data
processing units 134a and 134b. Furthermore, the EPB
removal unit 132a obtains information such as SPSs (Se-
quence Parameter Sets) and PPSs (Picture Parameter
Sets) that are included in layers higher than the layer of
slices in the bit stream, and outputs the information items
to the EPB insertion unit 132b so as to enable the EPB
insertion unit 132b to insert the information items to the
respective four segment streams.
[0138] The EPB insertion unit 132b inserts the EPBs
removed by the EPB removal unit 132a into the segment
streams that are generated by segmenting the bit stream.
[0139] The slice header insertion unit 133 executes
the aforementioned slice header insertion processing
and MB address information update processing. The
slice header insertion unit 133 executes the slice header
insertion processing at a predetermined timing. The tim-
ing is after the slice header insetion unit 133 transmits,
to the slice data processing units 134a and 134b, a slice
header processing detail notification M1 indicating
whether or not slice header insertion processing is to be
performed, and when it receives a slice-end processing
completion notification M2 from the slice data processing
units 134a and 134b. In the subsequent slice header in-
sertion processing, the slice header insertion unit 133
outputs, to the EPB insertion unit 132b, the slice header
immediately before a current MB line and the slice header
copy with updated MB address information.
[0140] The slice data processing units 134a and 134b
generate four segment streams by segmenting the bit
stream without the EPBs, and output the four segment
streams. The segment streams outputted from the slice
data processing units 134a and 134b do not include slice
headers and slice header copies in the MB lines or at the
positions immediately before the MB lines. Here, the slice
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data processing unit 134a executes processing in ac-
cordance with CAVLD (Context-Adaptive Variable
Length Decoding), and segments the bit stream gener-
ated by CAVLC (Context-Adaptive Variable Length Cod-
ing) into four segment streams. Furthermore, the slice
data processing unit 134b executes processing in ac-
cordance with CABAD (Context-Adaptive Binary Arith-
metic Decoding), and segments the bit stream generated
by CABAC (Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding)
into four segment streams.
[0141] The slice data processing unit 134a includes a
slice data layer decoding unit 135a, a macroblock layer
decoding unit 136a, a skip run segmentation unit 137a,
a QP calculation unit 138a, and a delimiter detection unit
139a.
[0142] The slice data layer decoding unit 135a per-
forms variable length decoding on coded data in the slice
data layer in the bit stream. The macroblock layer decod-
ing unit 136a performs variable length decoding on coded
data in the macroblock layer in the bit stream. Depend-
ency relationships between adjacent macroblocks are
dissolved by such variable length decoding performed
by the slice data layer decoding unit 135a and the mac-
roblock layer decoding unit 136a. The slice data layer
decoding unit 135a and the macroblock layer decoding
unit 136a may decode only information (specifically, nCs
(non-zero coefficients) in CAVAC) which is dependent
on macroblocks adjacent to a current macroblock to be
processed.
[0143] The skip run segmentation unit 137a modifies
the MB skip run information "mb_skip_run" decoded by
the slice data layer decoding unit 135a, codes the mod-
ified MB skip run information, and outputs the coded MB
skip run information. Here, the MB skip run information
indicates the number of macroblocks to be skipped in
sequence.
[0144] For example, in the case where a set of mac-
roblocks to be skipped in sequence is present across
plural MB lines in a slice of the bit stream, the MB skip
run information decoded by the slice data layer decoding
unit 135a indicates the number of macroblocks to be
skipped in sequence in the set. In such case, segmenting
a picture into MB lines and assigning the MB lines to
separate segment streams changes the number of mac-
roblocks to be skipped in sequence in the respective seg-
ment streams.
[0145] For this, the skip run segmentation unit 137a
determines, for each of MB lines including a portion of
such set, the number of macroblocks which constitute
the portion included in the MB line and are to be skipped
in sequence. Subsequently, the skip run segmentation
unit 137a modifies the MB skip run information such that
the number of macroblocks indicated by the MB skip run
information is the number specified for the MB line.
[0146] The QP calculation unit 138a transforms the QP
variation "mb_qp_delta" of each macroblock decoded by
the macroblock layer decoding unit 136a into a QP value
(a value of a quantized parameter), and outputs the QP

value. The QP variation is included in the macroblock
(current macroblock), and indicates the difference be-
tween the QP value of the current macroblock and the
QP value of the macroblock located at the left side (the
left-side macroblock) with respect to the current macrob-
lock.
[0147] In other words, the picture is segmented into
MB lines, and when each of the MB lines is assigned to
a corresponding one of the segment streams, the adja-
cent macroblocks having a boundary corresponding to
the boundary of the MB lines are assigned to separate
segment streams. As a result, the decoding engine 120
which decodes the segment stream including one of the
adjacent macroblocks (current macroblock) cannot de-
rive the QP value of the current macroblock based on
the QP variation of the current macroblock.
[0148] For this, the QP calculation unit 138a calculates
the QP value of the current macroblock by adding the
QP value of the left-side macroblock to the QP variation
of each macroblock (current macroblock) prior to the pic-
ture segmentation.
[0149] The delimiter detection unit 139a segments the
bit stream into four segment streams. More specifically,
the delimiter detection unit 139a segments each of the
pictures into plural MB lines, and assigns each of the MB
lines to a corresponding one of the four segment streams.
In the case where a slice header is placed immediately
before a current MB line or between two macroblocks
belonging to the current MB line, the delimiter detection
unit 139a assigns only the MB line to a corresponding
one of the segment streams without assigning the slice
header. Furthermore, the delimiter detection unit 139a
provides each of the segment streams with MB skip run
information obtained from the skip run segmentation unit
137a and the QP value obtained from the QP calculation
unit 138a.
[0150] Furthermore, when the delimiter detection unit
139a detects the end of a current slice in the segment
stream and receives the slice header processing detail
notification M1 from the slice header insertion unit 133,
it executes the aforementioned slice-end processing ac-
cording to the details indicated by the slice header
processing detail notification M1. In addition, upon com-
pletion of the slice-end processing, the delimiter detec-
tion unit 139a transmits the end processing completion
notification M2 to the slice header insertion unit 133.
[0151]  The slice data processing unit 134b includes a
slice header layer decoding unit 135b, a macroblock layer
decoding unit 136b, a QP calculation unit 138b, and a
delimiter detection unit 139b.
[0152] The slice data layer decoding unit 135b per-
forms variable length decoding (arithmetic decoding) on
coded data in the slice data layer in the bit stream. The
macroblock layer decoding unit 136b performs variable
length decoding (arithmetic decoding) on coded data in
the macroblock layer in the bit stream. Dependency re-
lationships between adjacent macroblocks are dissolved
by such variable length decoding performed by the slice
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data layer decoding unit 135a and the macroblock layer
decoding unit 136b.
[0153] As with the aforementioned QP calculation unit
138a, the QP calculation unit 138b transforms the QP
variation "mb_qp_delta" of each macroblock decoded by
the macroblock layer decoding unit 136b into a QP value
(a value of a quantized parameter), and outputs the QP
value.
[0154] As with the delimiter detection unit 139a, the
delimiter detection unit 139b segments the bit stream into
four segment streams. At this time, the delimiter detection
unit 139b provides each of the segment streams with the
QP value obtained from the QP calculation unit 138b.
Furthermore, when the delimiter detection unit 139b de-
tects the end of the current slice in the segment stream
and receives the slice header processing detail notifica-
tion M1 from the slice header insertion unit 133, it exe-
cutes the aforementioned slice-end processing accord-
ing to the details indicated by the slice header processing
detail notification M1. In addition, upon completion of the
slice-end processing, the delimiter detection unit 139b
transmits the end processing completion notification M2
to the slice header insertion unit 133.
[0155] Here, detailed descriptions are given of the slice
header insertion unit 133 and the slice data processing
units 134a and 134b. It is to be noted that, in the descrip-
tions given of the functions and processing operations
that are performed by both the slice data processing units
134a and 134b, the slice data processing units 134a and
134b are not differentiated from each other and referred
to as slice data processing units 134.
[0156] First, descriptions are given of timings at which
the slice header insertion unit 133 inserts slice headers,
and timings at which the slice data processing unit 134
inserts slice-end information.
[0157] FIG. 8 is an illustration of operations performed
by the slice header insertion unit 133 and the slice data
processing unit 134.
[0158] The slice data processing unit 134 segments
each of pictures including a slice A and a slice B into MB
lines, and sequentially stores, via the EPB insertion unit
132b, the MB lines from the beginning side into the four
areas (the first area df1 to the fourth area df4) included
in the segment stream buffer 152. At this time, the slice
data processing unit 134 changes the storage destina-
tions of MB lines on a per MB line basis to the first area
df1, the second area df2, the third area df3, or the fourth
area df4 in this listed order, and repeats this change.
[0159] For example, as shown in FIG. 8(a), the slice
data processing unit 134 stores an MB line La1 of the
slice A to the first area df1 of the segment stream buffer
152, stores a next MB line La2 of the slice A to the second
area df2 of the segment stream buffer 152, and stores a
next MB line La3 of the slice A to the third area df3 of the
segment stream buffer 152. Furthermore, the slice data
processing unit 134 stores the MB line Lb1 of a next slice
B of the slice A into the fourth area df4 of the segment
stream buffer 152.

[0160] As a result, an MB line is stored into each of the
first area df1 to the fourth area df4 that are the four areas
of the segment stream buffer 152. Thus, the segment
stream buffer 152 is in a state in which the first area df1
is just ready for storage of a next MB line of the slice B.
[0161] In the case where slice-end information ea is
placed immediately before the MB line La3 in the bit
stream when the slice data processing unit 134 tries to
store the MB line La3 into the third area df3, the slice
data processing unit 134 stores only the MB line La3 into
the third area df3 without storing the slice-end information
ea. Subsequently, the slice data processing unit 134
stores slice-end information ea’ corresponding to the
slice-end information ea into the third area df3 when stor-
ing an MB line belonging to a new slice into the third area
df3. Here, a slice header hb of the slice B is stored in
advance in the fourth area df4 by the slice header inser-
tion unit 133 by the time when the slice data processing
unit 134 tries to store the MB line Lb1 into the fourth area
df4. In addition, in the picture, another MB line of the slice
A exists before the MB line La1 of the slice A. Accordingly,
no slice header copy of the slice A is inserted immediately
before the MB lines La1, La2, and La3 of the first area
df1, the second area df2, and the third area df3.
[0162] Furthermore, each time a macroblock is output-
ted, the delimiter detection units 139a and 139b of the
slice data processing unit 134 determines whether or not
all the macroblocks in a current MB line have been out-
putted. As a result, when each of the delimiter detection
units 139a and 139b detects that all the macroblocks
have been outputted, it detects a boundary between MB
lines (the end of the MB line). Each of the delimiter de-
tection units 139a and 139b stops the macroblock output
processing each time of detecting an MB line boundary,
and notifies the slice header insertion unit 133 of the de-
tection of the MB line boundary.
[0163] Accordingly, when the last macroblock of the
MB line is stored into the segment stream buffer 152, and
the segment stream buffer 152 is in the aforementioned
state shown in FIG. 8(a), the slice header insertion unit
133 receives a notification of the detection of the MB line
boundary from the delimiter detection units 139a and
139b of the slice data processing unit 134.
[0164] As shown in FIG. 8(b), the slice header insertion
unit 133 that received the notification of the detection of
the MB line boundary transmits the slice header process-
ing detail notification M1 to the slice data processing unit
134. The slice header processing detail notification M1
shows "Output" or "No output" as information for notifying
the slice data processing unit 134 of whether or not a
slice header is to be outputted to and stored in the seg-
ment stream buffer 152 immediately before a next MB
line from the slice data processing unit 134 is stored in
the segment stream buffer 152. In short, a slice header
processing detail notification M1 showing "Output" is a
notification urging the slice data processing unit 134 to
perform slice-end processing.
[0165] For example, the slice header insertion unit 133
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determines that a slice header copy hb’ is outputted to
and stored in the segment stream buffer 152 immediately
before a next MB line Lb2 from the slice data processing
unit 134 is stored into the segment stream buffer 152. At
this time, the slice header insertion unit 133 outputs the
slice header processing detail notification M1 showing
"Output" to the slice data processing unit 134.
[0166] In the case where the slice data processing unit
134 receives a slice header processing detail notification
M1 showing "Output", the slice data processing unit 134
generates slice-end information and stores the slice-end
information into the segment stream buffer 152, and out-
puts an end processing completion notification M2 to the
slice header insertion unit 133. In the other case where
the slice data processing unit 134 receives a slice header
processing detail notification M1 showing "No output",
the slice data processing unit 134 outputs an end
processing completion notification M2 to the slice header
insertion unit 133 without storing slice-end information
into the segment stream buffer 152.
[0167] For example, as shown in FIG. 8(c), in the case
where the slice data processing unit 134 receives the
slice header processing detail notification M1 showing
"Output", the slice data processing unit 134 generates
slice-end information ea’, and stores the slice-end infor-
mation ea’ into the first area df1 of the segment stream
buffer 152. Upon completion of the storage, the slice data
processing unit 134 outputs the end processing comple-
tion notification M2 to the slice header insertion unit 133.
[0168] In the case where the slice header insertion unit
133 receives the end processing completion notification
M2 from the slice header processing unit 134 and the
slice header processing detail notification M1 outputted
immediately before shows "Output", the slice header in-
sertion unit 133 outputs the slice header to store it into
the segment stream buffer 152 via the EPB insertion unit
132b, and subsequently outputs a slice header process-
ing completion notification M3 to the slice data process-
ing unit 134. In the case where the slice header process-
ing detail notification M1 outputted immediately before
shows "No output", the slice header insertion unit 133
outputs the slice header processing completion notifica-
tion M3 to the slice data processing unit 134 without stor-
ing the slice header into the segment stream buffer 152.
[0169] For example, in the case where the slice header
insertion unit 133 receives the end processing comple-
tion notification M2 from the slice data processing unit
134 when the immediately-outputted slice header
processing detail notification M1 shows "Output", the
slice header insertion unit 133 generates a slice header
copy hb’ and stores it into the first area df1 of the segment
stream buffer 152 as shown in FIG. 8(d). Subsequently,
the slice header insertion unit 133 outputs the slice head-
er processing detail notification M3 to the slice data
processing unit 134.
[0170]  When each of the delimiter detection units 139a
and 139b of the slice data processing unit 134 receives
the slice header processing completion notification M3

from the slice header insertion unit 133, it re-starts mac-
roblock output processing that has been stopped to out-
put a next MB line and store the MB line into the segment
stream buffer 152.
[0171] For example, as shown in FIG. 8(d), the slice
data processing unit 134 outputs the next MB line Lb2
and stores it into the first area df1 of the segment stream
buffer 152.
[0172] These processes performed by the slice header
insertion unit 133 and the slice data processing unit 134
make it possible to write the data that is the slice-end
information, a slice header, and a next MB line at the
correct MB line boundary in this listed order, in each of
the areas of the segment stream buffer 152.
[0173] FIG. 9 is a block diagram showing a structure
of the slice header insertion unit 133.
[0174] It is to be noted that, in the descriptions given
of the functions and processing operations that are per-
formed by both the delimiter detection units 139a and
139b, the delimiter detection units 139a and 139b are
not differentiated from each other and referred to as de-
limiter detection units 139.
[0175] The slice header insertion unit 133 includes a
NAL type identification unit 133a, a header insertion
counter 133b, a header address update unit 133c, and
a header buffer 133d.
[0176] The NAL type identification unit 133a obtains
NAL units of the bit stream, and determines, for each
obtained NAL unit, whether or not the NAL unit type
shows a slice. Subsequently, in the case where the NAL
type identification unit 133a determines that the NAL type
shows a slice, it notifies the header buffer 133d and the
header insertion counter 133b of the determination.
[0177] On receiving the notification from the NAL type
identification unit 133a, the header buffer 133d checks
whether or not the NAL unit indicated by the notification
includes a slice header, and when the NAL unit includes
a slice header, extracts the slice header from the NAL
unit and stores it. In the case where a next NAL unit in-
cludes a new slice header, the header buffer 133d re-
places the already-stored slice header with the new slice
header. In short, the header buffer 133d always stores
the latest slice header.
[0178] The header insertion counter 133b counts how
many times the delimiter detection unit 139 detects an
MB line boundary (end) in the bit stream in order to de-
termine timings for generating and inserting slice header
copies. More specifically, the header insertion counter
133b counts values from 0 to 4 (the number of the de-
coding engines 120). On receiving the notification from
the NAL type identification unit 133a, the header buffer
133d checks whether or not the NAL unit indicated by
the notification includes a slice header, and when the
NAL unit includes a slice header, resets the count value
to 0. When an MB line boundary (the end of the MB line)
is detected, the header insertion counter 133b counts up
the count vale by 1. When the count value reaches 4,
and another MB line boundary is detected, the header
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insertion counter 133b maintains the count value at 4
without any count.
[0179] In this way, the header insertion counter 133b
updates or maintains the count value and resets the count
value to 0 when the MB line boundary is detected and
the NAL unit includes the slice header.
[0180] When an MB line boundary is detected, the
header insertion counter 133b outputs a slice header
processing detail notification M1 showing either "Output"
or "No output" to the delimiter detection unit 139 accord-
ing to the count value (including the count value 0 that is
reset by the slice header immediately after the MB line
boundary) updated by the detection. More specifically,
when the count value immediately after the detection of
the MB line boundary is within 0 to 3, the header insertion
counter 133b outputs a slice header processing detail
notification M1 showing "Output", and when the count
value is 4, outputs a slice header processing detail noti-
fication M1 showing "No output". Furthermore, the head-
er insertion counter 133b outputs a slice header process-
ing detail notification M1 showing "Output" not only when
an MB line boundary is detected but also when the count
value is reset to 0.
[0181] Furthermore, when the header insertion coun-
ter 133b outputs the slice header processing detail noti-
fication M1 to the delimiter detection unit 139 and re-
ceives the end processing completion notification M2
from the delimiter detection unit 139, and in the case
where the outputted slice header processing detail noti-
fication M1 shows "Output", the header insertion counter
133b causes the header buffer 133d to output the slice
header stored in the header buffer 133d. Subsequently,
the header insertion counter 133b outputs the slice head-
er processing completion notification M3 to the delimiter
detection unit 139. When the slice header is outputted
from the header buffer 133d, the slice header insertion
unit 133 selects an area as a storage destination in the
segment stream buffer 152 according to the value indi-
cated by the MB address information included in the slice
header. Subsequently, the slice header insertion unit 133
stores the slice header in the area as the selected storage
destination. In contrast, when the outputted slice header
processing detail notification M1 shows "No output", the
header insertion counter 133b maintains the slice header
in a storage status without causing the header buffer
133d to output the slice header stored in the header buffer
133d. Subsequently, as described earlier, the header in-
sertion counter 133b outputs the slice header processing
completion notification M3 to the delimiter detection unit
139.
[0182]  The header address update unit 133c updates
MB address information "first_mb_in_slice" of the slice
header stored in the header buffer 133d according to the
count value (including the count value 0 that is reset by
the slice header located immediately after the MB line
boundary) of the count value immediately after the de-
tection of the MB line boundary.
[0183] For example, the header address update unit

133c does not update MB address information when the
count value n is 0, and updates MB address information
to ("mbposv" + n) x ("pic_width_in_mbs_minus 1" + 1)
when the count value n is not 0. In the case where a
current picture is composed of MBAFFs, the header ad-
dress update unit 133c updates the MB address infor-
mation according to ("mbposv"/2 + n) x ("pic_width_in_
mbs_minus 1" + 1).
[0184] FIG. 10 is a diagram showing MB lines and slice
headers assigned to the first area df1 to the fourth area
df4 in the segment stream buffer 152.
[0185] For example, the stream segmentation unit 130
reads out the slices A, B, and C of the bit stream stored
in the stream buffer 151 in this listed order.
[0186] In this case, first, the header buffer 133d of the
slice header insertion unit 133 extracts the slice header
ha from the beginning of the slice A, and stores the slice
header ha. At this time, the header insertion counter 133b
resets the count value to 0. Since the count value is 0,
the header buffer 133d outputs the stored slice header
ha to store the slice header ha into the first area df1 of
the segment stream buffer 152.
[0187] When the slice header ha is outputted from the
header buffer 133d, the slice data processing unit 134
outputs the first MB line next to the slice header ha of the
slice A in the bit stream, and stores the first MB line in
the first area df1 of the segment stream buffer 152. As a
result, data that are the slice header ha and the first MB
line belonging to the slice A are stored in the first area
df1 in this listed order.
[0188] When the first MB line is outputted from the slice
data processing unit 134, the aforementioned header in-
sertion counter 133b counts up the count value to 1. Since
the count value at the end of the first MB line is 1, the
header buffer 133d outputs the stored slice header ha
as a slice header copy ha’, and stores the slice header
copy ha’ to the second area df2 of the segment stream
buffer 152. The MB address information of the slice head-
er copy ha’ is updated by the header address update unit
133c.
[0189] When the slice header copy ha’ is outputted
from the header buffer 133d, the slice data processing
unit 134 outputs the second MB line next to the first MB
line in the bit stream, and stores the second MB line into
the second area df2 of the segment stream buffer 152.
[0190] Here, the second MB line includes plural mac-
roblocks belonging to the slice A, the slice header hb of
the slice B, and plural macroblocks belonging to the slice
B. First, the delimiter detection unit 139 of the slice data
processing unit 134 stores all the macroblocks belonging
to the slice A included in the second MB line into the
second area df2. Upon completion of the storage, the
delimiter detection unit 139 temporally stops the macrob-
lock output processing, and waits for reception of the
slice header processing detail notification M1 from the
slice header insertion unit 133. At this time, the slice
header insertion unit 133 resets the count value to 0 to
detect the slice header hb of the slice B, and transmits
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the slice header processing detail notification unit M1
showing "Output" to the delimiter detection unit 139. On
receiving this slice header processing detail notification
M1, the delimiter detection unit 139 performs slice-end
processing on the end of the slice A in the second area
df2, and transmits the end processing completion notifi-
cation M2 to the slice header insertion unit 133. On re-
ceiving this end processing completion notification M2,
the slice header insertion unit 133 stores the slice header
hb of the slice B into the second area df2, and transmits
the slice header completion notification M3 to the delim-
iter detection unit 139. On receiving this slice header
processing completion notification M3, the delimiter de-
tection unit 139 re-starts the output processing that has
been stopped, and stores the plural macroblocks belong-
ing to the next slice B included in the second MB line into
the second area df2.
[0191] As a result, in the second area df2, data that
are the macroblocks each corresponding to a potion of
the second MB line belonging to the slice A, the slice
header hb, and the macroblocks each corresponding to
a portion of the second MB line belonging to the slice B
are stored next to the slice header copy ha’ in this listed
sequence.
[0192] When the second MB line is outputted from the
slice data processing unit 134, the header buffer 133d of
the slice header insertion unit 133 extracts the slice head-
er hc from the beginning of the slice C next to the second
MB line in the bit stream, and stores the slice header hc.
At this time, the header insertion counter 133b resets the
count value to 0. Since the count value at the end of the
second MB line is 0, the header buffer 133d outputs the
stored slice header hc, and stores the slice header hc
into the third area df3 of the segment stream buffer 152.
[0193] When the slice header hc is outputted from the
header buffer 133d, the slice data processing unit 134
outputs the third MB line next to the slice header hc of
the slice C in the bit stream, and stores the third MB line
in the third area df3 of the segment stream buffer 152.
As a result, the slice header hc and the third MB line
belonging to the slice C are stored in the third area df3
in this listed order.
[0194]  When the third MB line is outputted from the
slice data processing unit 134, the aforementioned head-
er insertion counter 133b counts up the count value to 1.
Since the count value at the end of the third MB line is
1, the header buffer 133d outputs the stored slice header
hc as a slice header copy hc’, and stores the slice header
copy hc’ to the fourth area df4 of the segment stream
buffer 152. The MB address information of the slice head-
er copy hc’ is updated by the header address update unit
133c.
[0195] This processing is repeated to sequentially
store data into the first area df1 to the fourth area df4 in
the segment stream buffer 152. As a result, each of the
first segment stream to the fourth segment stream is
stored in a corresponding one of the first area df1 to the
fourth area df4.

[0196] Each of FIG. 11A and FIG. 11B is a diagram
showing positions at which the slice-end information is
provided.
[0197] For example, as shown in FIG.11A, the picture
includes a slice A and a slice B, and the starting macrob-
lock in the slice B next to the slice A is at the left end of
an MB line. In this case, the delimiter detection unit 139
of the slice data processing unit 134 provides slice-end
information ea’ of the slice A at the end of the MB line
that is in the slice A and located four MB lines before the
starting MB line in the slice B, before the slice header hb
of the slice B is outputted from the slice header insertion
unit 133. Furthermore, the delimiter detection unit 139 of
the slice data processing unit 134 provides slice-end in-
formation ea’ of the slice A at the end of the MB line of
the slice A at the end of the MB line that is in the slice A
and located three MB lines before the starting MB line in
the slice B, before the slice header copy hb’ of the slice
B is outputted from the slice header insertion unit 133.
[0198] In this way, in the case where the starting mac-
roblok in the slice is located at the left end of an MB line,
the slice-end information ea’ is provided at the end of
each of the four MB lines located immediately before the
MB line.
[0199] For example, as shown in FIG. 11B, the picture
includes a slice A and a slice B, and the starting macrob-
lock in the slice B next to the slice A is located at a position
other than the left end of an MB line. In this case, the
delimiter detection unit 139 of the slice data processing
unit 134 provides slice-end information ea’ of the slice A
at the end of the MB line that is in the slice A and located
three MB lines before the MB line including the slice head-
er hb in the slice B, immediately before the slice header
copy hb’ of the slice B is outputted from the slice header
insertion unit 133.
[0200] In this way, when the starting macroblock in a
slice is located at a position other than the left end of an
MB line, slice-end information ea’ is provided at the
boundary between the slices in the MB line and the end
of each of the three MB lines located immediately before
the MB line.
[0201] Here, a detailed description is given of opera-
tions performed by the delimiter detection unit 139.
[0202] FIG. 12 is a flowchart indicating operations per-
formed by the delimiter detection unit 139.
[0203] First, the delimiter detection unit 139 deter-
mines data (such as macroblocks) to be processed from
the beginning side of the bit stream, outputs the data to
store it into the segment stream buffer 152 (Step S100).
[0204] Here, the delimiter detection unit 139 manages
the addresses of macroblocks (MB address values) to
be outputted. More specifically, when a current macrob-
lock to be outputted is the starting macroblock in a slice
in the bit stream, the delimiter detection unit 139 updates
the MB address value of the macroblock to be outputted
to a value indicated by the MB address information in-
cluded in the slice header of the slice. Subsequently, the
delimiter detection unit 139 increments the MB address
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value each time a macroblock succeeding the starting
macroblock is outputted. Here, MB address values are
integer equal to or greater than 0.
[0205] Subsequently, when outputting the macroblock
in Step S100, the delimiter detection unit 139 selects a
storage-destination area in the segment stream buffer
152 according to the MB address value of the macrob-
lock, and stores the macroblock into the storage-desti-
nation area. More specifically, in the case where the num-
bers 1 to 4 are assigned to the respective four areas
included in the bit stream buffer 152, the delimiter detec-
tion unit 139 selects m-th ((MB address value/W) % N +
1) area, and stores the macroblock into the m-th area.
[0206] Here, W is shown by, for example, W = "pic_
width_in_mbs_minus 1", and denotes the number of
macroblocks in the horizontal direction of the picture. N
denotes the total number (N = 4) of the decoding engines
120, and % denotes a remainder when (MB address val-
ue/W) is divided by N.
[0207] Next, the delimiter detection unit 139 deter-
mines whether or not the macroblock outputted in Step
S100 is located at the end (boundary) of the MB line, that
is, whether or not the last macroblock in the MB line has
already been subjected to the macroblock output
processing (Step S102). More specifically, the delimiter
detection unit 139 determines whether or not the MB ad-
dress value of the macroblock outputted in Step S100 is
a value obtained by (a multiple of W minus 1). When the
MB address value is a value obtained by (a multiple of
W minus 1), the last macroblock in the MB line has al-
ready been subjected to the macroblock output process-
ing, and when the MB address value is not a value ob-
tained by (a multiple of W minus 1), the last macroblock
in the MB line has not yet been subjected to the macrob-
lock output processing.
[0208] When the delimiter detection unit 139 deter-
mines that the last macroblock in the MB line has not yet
been subjected to the macroblock output processing (No
in Step S102), the delimiter detection unit 139 determines
whether or not data to be processed next remains in the
bit stream, that is, whether or not to finish the output
processing (Step S114). In contrast, when the delimiter
detection unit 139 determines that the last macroblock
in the MB line has already been subjected to the mac-
roblock output processing (Yes in Step S102), the delim-
iter detection unit 139 notifies the slice header insertion
unit 133 of the detection of the MB line boundary and
stops the output processing, and then determines wheth-
er or not a slice header processing detail notification M1
is received from the slice header insertion unit 133 (Step
S104).
[0209] When the delimiter detection unit 139 deter-
mines that no slice header processing detail notification
M1 has been received (No in Step S104), the delimiter
detection unit 139 waits until a slice header processing
detail notification M1 is received. In contrast, when the
delimiter detection unit 139 determines that a slice head-
er processing detail notification M1 has been received

(Yes in Step S104), the delimiter detection unit 139 de-
termines whether or not the slice header processing de-
tail notification M1 shows "Output" (Step S106).
[0210] Here, when the delimiter detection unit 139 de-
termines that the slice header processing detail notifica-
tion M1 shows "Output" (Yes in Step S106), the delimiter
detection unit 139 executes the slice-end processing
(Step S108). In other words, when the bit stream is de-
coded by CABAD, the delimiter detection unit 139 sets
"1" to "end_of_slice_flag" as the slice-end information.
In contrast, when the bit stream is decoded by CAVLD,
the delimiter detection unit 139 provides "rbsp_slice_
trailing_bit" as the slice-end information.
[0211] After the delimiter detection unit 139 deter-
mines that the slice header processing detail notification
M1 does not show "Output" (No in Step S106) or after
the slice-end processing is executed in Step S108, the
delimiter detection unit 139 transmits the end processing
completion notification M2 to the slice header insertion
unit 133 (Step S110). Subsequently, the delimiter detec-
tion unit 139 determines whether or not a slice header
processing completion notification M3 has been received
from the slice header insertion unit 133 (Step S112).
Here, when the delimiter detection unit 139 determines
that no slice header processing detail notification M3 has
been received (No in Step S112), the delimiter detection
unit 139 waits until a slice header processing completion
notification M3 is received. In contrast, when the delimiter
detection unit 139 determines that a slice header
processing detail notification M3 has been received (Yes
in Step S112), the delimiter detection unit 139 determines
whether or not data to be processed next remains in the
bit stream, that is, whether or not to finish the output
processing (Step S114).
[0212] Here, the delimiter detection unit 139 finishes
the output processing when it determines to do so (Yes
in Step S114). When the delimiter detection nit 139 de-
termines that the output processing should not be fin-
ished (No in Step S114), the delimiter detection nit 139
outputs data to be processed next to store the data into
the segment stream buffer 152 (Step S100).
[0213] In this way, in the image decoding apparatus
100 in this embodiment, each of the coded pictures is
segmented into plural MB lines (structural units), and
each of the plural MB lines is assigned as a portion of a
segment stream to a corresponding one of N decoding
engines 120. This makes it possible to equalize loads of
decoding processing performed by the N decoding en-
gines 120, thereby being able to appropriately execute
parallel decoding processing. For example, even in the
case of a coded picture conforming to H. 264/AVC which
is composed of a slice, the coded picture is segmented
into plural MB lines, and thus the load to decode the slice
is equally shared by the N decoding engines 120 without
being placed on one of the decoding engine 120.
[0214] Here, when a coded picture is segmented into
plural MB lines, a slice located across plural MB lines
may be segmented into plural slice portions (for example,
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each of the MB lines L1 to L6 or a set of top six macrob-
locks in the MB line L7 shown in FIG. 3), and the respec-
tive slice portions may be assigned to mutually different
segment streams. In other words, the segment stream
includes slice portion groups each of which is composed
of at least one slice portion that is a chip of a slice (ex-
amples of the groups includes MB lines L2 and L6 includ-
ed in the second segment stream shown in FIG. 3), in-
stead of including the whole slice in the coded picture.
In addition, the slice portion group (such as MB lines L2
and L6) may not include a slice header indicating the
beginning of the group and slice-end information indicat-
ing the end.
[0215] For this, in the present invention, the stream
segmentation unit 130 reconstructs the slice portion
group as a new slice. Thus, the decoding engine 120 that
decodes the segment stream including the slice portion
group can easily recognize the slice portion group as a
new slice and decode it appropriately without performing
any special processing for appropriately recognizing and
decoding the slice portion group. In short, the present
invention eliminates the need to provide each of the N
decoding engines 120 with a function or a structure for
such special processing, thereby simplifying the struc-
ture of the whole image decoding apparatus 100.
[0216] Furthermore, the present invention makes it
possible to accelerate decoding processing compared to
the image decoding apparatus in Patent Literature 3.
More specifically, the image decoding apparatus in Pat-
ent Literature 3 does not perform, in parallel, variable
length decoding and deblocking filtering on a bit stream.
In other words, the image decoding apparatus in Patent
Literature 3 does not appropriately segment the bit
stream. More specifically, data to be generated by seg-
menting the bit stream is not constructed as a stream
that can be decoded by a conventional decoding engine.
In contrast, the image decoding apparatus 100 according
to the present invention appropriately segments a bit
stream into plural segment streams, thereby allowing the
respective decoding engines 120 to execute, in parallel,
variable length decoding and deblocking filtering in the
same manner as the decoding engine 220 shown in FIG.
28. As a result, the image decoding apparatus according
to the present invention can accelerate decoding
processing.
[0217] Furthermore, the present invention provides an
advantage of being able to use conventional decoding
engines, compared to the image decoding apparatus in
Patent Literature 4. More specifically, the image decod-
ing apparatus in Patent Literature 4 inserts a line header
to each of the boundaries between MB lines in a bit
stream without segmenting the bit stream. Accordingly,
each of the plural decoding engines of the image decod-
ing apparatus in Patent Literature 4 must extract the MB
line to be processed by the decoding engine itself from
the bit stream, based on the line header. At this time, the
decoding engine needs to discontinuously access the bit
stream to extract the MB line to be processed when the

storage location of the MB line to be processed has al-
ready been determined, and when the storage position
has not yet been determined, needs to access the be-
ginning of the bit stream and skip MB lines that are not
the targets to be processed. In contrast, the image de-
coding apparatus 100 according to the present invention
appropriately segments a bit stream into segment
streams, thereby allowing each of the decoding engines
120 to decode the bit stream as if it were a normal bit
stream in the same manner as the decoding engine 220
shown in FIG. 28. In this way, the image decoding appa-
ratus 100 according to the present invention can use con-
ventional decoding engines, thereby being able to pro-
vide an advantageous effect that cannot be achieved by
the image decoding apparatus in Patent Literature 4.
[0218] Furthermore, the image decoding apparatus
100 in this embodiment executes one of high-resolution
decoding, a high-speed decoding, and multi-channel de-
coding, according to the aforementioned mode informa-
tion to be inputted to the stream segmentation unit 130.
[0219] FIGS. 13A, 13B, and 13C are illustrations of
high-resolution decoding, high-speed decoding, and
multi-channel decoding, respectively.
[0220] As shown in FIG. 13A, when the stream seg-
mentation unit 130 of the image decoding apparatus 100
obtains the mode information directing execution of high-
resolution decoding, it segments a 4k2k bit stream into
four segment streams as described above, and causes
each of the decoding engines 120 to decode a corre-
sponding one of the four segment streams.
[0221] For example, each of the four decoding engines
120 has a processing performance sufficient to decode
two channels of HD images (1920 x 1088 pixels, 60i),
and thus the image decoding apparatus 100 can process
the 4k2k image (3840 x 2160 pixels, 60p) in real time.
[0222] As shown in FIG. 13B, when the stream seg-
mentation unit 130 of the image decoding apparatus 100
obtains the mode information directing execution of high-
speed decoding, it segments an HD bit stream into four
segment streams as described above, and causes each
of the decoding engines 120 to decode a corresponding
one of the four segment streams.
[0223]  For example, each of the four decoding engines
120 has a processing performance sufficient to decode
two channels of HD images (1920 x 1088 pixels, 60i),
and thus the image decoding apparatus 100 can process
the HD image at a speed 8 (4 x 2) times faster.
[0224] In addition, as shown in FIG. 13C, when the
stream segmentation unit 130 of the image decoding ap-
paratus 100 obtains mode information directing execu-
tion of multi-channel decoding, it causes each of the de-
coding engines 120 to decode the corresponding one of
the bit streams without segmenting each of the plural HD
bit streams. In the case of multi-channel decoding, the
stream segmentation unit 130 does not copy and insert
various NAL units such as SPSs, PPSs, and slices, and
only allocates each of the bit streams (channels) to a
corresponding one of the areas in the segment stream
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buffer 152.
[0225] For example, each of the four decoding engines
120 has a processing performance sufficient to decode
two channels of HD images (1920 x 1088 pixels, 60i),
and thus the image decoding apparatus 100 can simul-
taneously decode eight channels at maximum, that is,
eight HD bit streams. Furthermore, in the case of decod-
ing channels (bit streams) equal to or less than the max-
imum number of channels, the image decoding appara-
tus 100 can lower the clock frequency of each decoding
engine 120, thereby being able to reduce its power con-
sumption. For example, in the case of decoding four
channels, the image decoding apparatus 100 causes the
first and second decoding engines to decode the two
channels, respectively, and causes the remaining third
and fourth decoding engines 120 to stop decoding. Oth-
erwise, the image decoding apparatus 100 causes the
first decoding engine 120 to the fourth decoding engine
120 to operate at a clock frequency reduced to 1/2.
[0226] In this way, the image decoding apparatus 100
in this embodiment switches decoding processing be-
tween high-resolution decoding, high-speed decoding,
and multi-channel decoding, according to mode informa-
tion, thereby being able to increase user friendliness. The
high-resolution decoding and high-speed decoding per-
formed in the image decoding apparatus 100 are the
same in terms of involving segmenting a bit stream into
four segment streams, and decoding these in parallel. In
short, the high-resolution decoding and high-speed de-
coding are different only in the resolutions and frame
rates (4k2k or HD) of the bit streams to be decoded. Ac-
cordingly, the image decoding apparatus 100 switches
decoding processing between high-resolution decoding
and high-speed decoding according to mode information,
and further switches decoding processing between high-
resolution decoding and high-speed decoding according
to the resolutions and frame rates of the bit streams.

(Variation 1)

[0227] Here, in the above-described embodiment, the
header address update unit 133c of the stream segmen-
tation unit 130 updates MB address information included
in slice header copies. However, the decoding engines
120 may update MB address information stream in place
of the stream segmentation unit 130. In Variation 1, the
stream segmentation unit 130 outputs slice header cop-
ies without updating the MB address information included
in the slice header copies. Subsequently, the decoding
engines 120 update the MB address information included
in the slice header copies before obtaining and process-
ing the slice header copies.
[0228] FIG. 14 is a diagram showing pseudecodes that
are used by a decoding engine 120 according to Variation
1 in updating MB address information.
[0229] Here, it is assumed that the k-th (k is an integer
equal to or greater than 0) MB line included in a picture
is decoded by the (k % 4)-th decoding engine 120. A 0th

decoding engine 120 is the first decoding engine 120, a
first decoding engine 120 is the second decoding engine
120, a second decoding engine 120 is a third decoding
engine 120, and a third decoding engine 120 is the fourth
decoding engine 120.
[0230] First, the decoding engine 120 assigns "n" as
the number for the decoding engine 120 itself by execut-
ing "n = mode_core_number". Next, the decoding engine
120 assigns "pic_width_in_mbs" as the number of mac-
roblocks in the horizontal direction of the picture by ex-
ecuting "pic_width_in_mbs = pic_widh_in_mbs_minus1
+ 1".
[0231] Subsequently, the decoding engine 120 as-
signs "org_header_num" as the number for the decoding
engine 120 that should decode the MB line having the
slice header of the copy source by executing "org_
header_num = (first_mb_in_slice/pic_width_in_mbs) %
4). In short, the "org_header_num"-th decoding engine
120 decodes the MB line having the slice header of the
copy source. Furthermore, the decoding engine 120
executes "org_mb_address = mbaff ? (first_mb_in_slice
* 2) : first_mb_in_slice", regarding the MB address "org_
mb_address" as "first_mb_in_slcie * 2" in the case
where the picture is composed of MBAFFs, and
executes "org_mb_address = mbaff ? (first_mb_in_slice
* 2) : first_mb_in_slice", regarding the MB address "org_
mb_address" as "first_mb_in_slice" in the case where
the picture is not composed of MBAFFs.
[0232] Here, when the number "n" assigned to the de-
coding engine 120 is equal to "org_header_num", the
decoding engine 120 updates the MB address informa-
tion "mb_address" included in the slice header copy to
"org_mb_address" by executing "mb_address = org_
mb_address". In contrast, when the number "n" assigned
to the decoding engine 120 is not equal to "org_header_
num", the decoding engine 120 first determines the order
of the slice header copy by executing "d = (n - or_header_
num + 4) % 4". Subsequently, in the case where the pic-
ture is composed of MBAFFs, the decoding engine 120
updates the MB address information "mb_address" in-
cluded in the slice header copy to "((first_mb_in_
slice/pic_width_in_mbs) + d) * pic_width_in_mbs * 2". In
the case where the picture is not composed of MBAFFs,
the decoding engine 120 updates the MB address infor-
mation "mb_address" included in the slice header copy
to "((first_mb_in_slice/pic_width_in_mbs) + d) * pic_
width_in_mbs"
[0233] In this way, in Variation 1, the stream segmen-
tation unit 130 does not update MB address information,
thereby making it possible to reduce processing load
placed on the stream segmentation unit 130. Therefore,
it is possible to simplify the structure of the stream seg-
mentation unit 130. It is to be noted that, in the present
invention, timings for updating MB addresses are not lim-
ited to the timings at which the stream segmentation unit
130 segments a bit stream. The timings may be after the
bit stream is generated, and any other timings before the
decoding engine 120 processes slice header copies.
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(Variation 2)

[0234] In the above-described embodiment, the
stream segmentation unit 130 inserts a slice header to
each of segment streams requiring the slice header copy.
Here, however, the stream segmentation unit 130 may
insert a slice header copy to other segment streams. The
stream segmentation unit according to Variation 2 inserts
slice header copies to each of the segment streams other
than the segment stream including the slice header of
the copy source irrespective of whether or not the slice
header copies are necessary.
[0235] FIG. 15 is a block diagram showing a stream
segmentation unit, a segment stream buffer, and four
decoding engines of an image decoding apparatus ac-
cording to Variation 2.
[0236] The stream segmentation unit 130c according
to Variation 2 includes a slice header processing unit
133g, a slice data processing unit 134c, and a control
unit 160. In addition to the aforementioned structural el-
ements, the stream segmentation unit 130c includes a
start code detection unit 131, an EPB removal unit 132a,
and an EPB insertion unit 132b. However, for simplifica-
tion, FIG. 15 does not include the structural elements
such as the start code detection unit 131.
[0237] The segment stream buffer 152 has four areas
(the first area df1 to the fourth area df4) for accumulating
data that are outputted from the slice header processing
unit 133g and the slice data processing unit 134c, and
configure segment streams from the accumulated data.
[0238] The slice data processing unit 134c includes
the same functions and structures as the slice data
processing units 134a and 134b in the above-described
embodiment. The slice data processing unit 134c seg-
ments each of the pictures in a bit stream into MB lines,
and stores each of the MB lines into the first area df1,
the second area df2, the third area df3, or the fourth area
df4 sequentially from the top in this listed order. For ex-
ample, the slice data processing unit 134c stores the re-
spective MB lines to the first area df1, the second area
df2, the third area df3, and the fourth area df4 by switching
areas in this listed order to the corresponding areas for
storing the respective MB lines. The slice data processing
unit 134c stores only MB lines in the areas of the segment
stream buffer 152 even when a slice header is placed
immediately before the MB lines in a bit stream. In the
case where a slice header is in an MB line, the slice data
processing unit 134c stores the MB lines without the slice
header into the areas of the segment stream buffer 152.
[0239]  In the case where the slice header processing
unit 133g detects that current data is a slice header while
sequentially obtaining data included in the bit stream from
the beginning side, it simultaneously outputs the slice
header to the first area df1 to the fourth area df4 in the
segment stream buffer 152. As a result, the slice header
is copied to generate four slice headers. More specifical-
ly, the slice header of the copy source included in the bit
stream is stored into a corresponding one of the first area

df1 to the fourth area df4, and the three slice header
copies are stored in the respective remaining three areas.
[0240] For example, the slice header processing unit
133g simultaneously outputs the slice headers to the first
area df1 to the fourth area df4 such that the slice header
of the copy source is stored in the first area df1, and the
three slice header copies are inserted to the beginning
of the respective MB lines and stored in the second area
df2, the third area df3, and the fourth area df4.
[0241] The processes performed by the slice data
processing unit 134c and the slice header processing
unit 133g in this way enables output that is from each of
the areas in the segment stream buffer 152 and of the
segment streams having plural sequential slice headers
(a slice header copy or the slice header of the copy
source) at the beginning of the MB lines, not only the
segment streams that do not include any slice header or
includes one slice header at the beginning of the MB
lines.
[0242] The control unit 160 manages processing per-
formed by the aforementioned slice header processing
unit 133g, and counts the number of slice headers (the
total number of headers) to be sequentially inserted im-
mediately before the MB lines to be stored in the respec-
tive areas of the segment stream buffer 152. Subse-
quently, the control unit 160 notifies the total number of
headers to the decoding engines 121 (all of a first decod-
ing engine 121 to a fourth decoding engine 121) that de-
code segment streams to be outputted from the areas.
[0243] Each of the first decoding engine 121 to the
fourth decoding engine 121 decodes a corresponding
one of the segment streams to be outputted from the
stream segmentation unit 130c. At this time, on receiving
the notification of the total number of the headers from
the control unit 160, each of the first decoding engine
121 to the fourth decoding engine 121 performs process-
ing according to the total number of the headers. More
specifically, in the case where the total number of the
headers is 1, the decoding engine 121 processes the
slice header inserted to the beginning of the MB lines,
while it does not perform such slice header processing
when the total number of the headers is 0. In the case
where the total number of the headers is 2 or 3, the de-
coding engine 121 processes only the last slice header
skipping processing on the other slice headers among
the 2 or 3 slice headers sequentially inserted to the be-
ginning of the MB lines.
[0244] FIG. 16 is an illustration of operations per-
formed by the stream segmentation unit 130c and the
four decoding engines 121 in Variation 2.
[0245] For example, a picture in the bit stream includes
a slice A, a slice B, a slice C, and a slice D. Here, the
slice A includes a slice header ha and a first MB line, the
slice B includes a slice header hb and a second MB line,
the slice C includes a slice header hc and a third MB line,
and the slice D includes a slice header hd and a fourth
MB line.
[0246] On obtaining the slice header ha of the bit
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stream, the slice header processing unit 133g of the
stream segmentation unit 130c simultaneously outputs
the slice header ha to the first area df1 to the fourth area
df4. As a result, the slice header ha is stored in the first
area df1 as a portion of the first segment stream, and the
respective three slice header copies ha’ identical to the
slice header ha and serve as portions of the second, third,
and fourth segment streams are stored in the second
area df2, the third area df3, and the fourth area df4, re-
spectively. Subsequently, the slice data processing unit
134c stores the first MB line as a portion of the first seg-
ment stream into the first area df1.
[0247] Next, on obtaining the slice header hb of the bit
stream, the slice header processing unit 133g simulta-
neously outputs the slice header hb to the first area df1
to the fourth area df4. As a result, the slice header hb is
stored in the second area df2 as a portion of the second
segment stream, and the respective three slice header
copies hb’ identical to the slice header hb and serve as
portions of the first, third, and fourth segment streams
are stored in the first area df1, the third area df3, and the
fourth area df4, respectively. Subsequently, the slice data
processing unit 134c stores the second MB line as a por-
tion of the second segment stream in the second area df2.
[0248] The stream segmentation unit 130c repeatedly
executes the same processing on the slices C and D.
[0249] As a result, the first segment stream is outputted
from the first area df1 which includes the slice header
ha, the first MB line, and the slice header copies hb’, hc’,
and hd’. Likewise, the second segment stream is output-
ted from the second area df2 which includes the slice
header hb, the second MB line, and the slice header cop-
ies ha’, hc’, and hd’. From the third area df3, the third
segment stream is outputted which includes the slice
header hc, the third MB line, and the slice header copies
ha’, hb’, and hd’. From the fourth area df4, the fourth
segment stream is outputted which includes the slice
header hd, the fourth MB line, and the slice header copies
ha’, hb’, and hc’.
[0250] In the first area df1 to the fourth area df4, the
MB lines subsequent to the fourth MB line are sequen-
tially stored. Other MB lines are sequentially arranged
after the end of the first to the fourth segment streams
shown in FIG. 16. More specifically, slice data equal to
or greater than the four MB lines belonging to a slice D
follows the fourth MB line, and no new slice header fol-
lows the end of the first to the fourth segment streams
shown in FIG. 16.
[0251] In other words, in the first segment stream, the
slice header ha is placed before the first MB line, and the
three slice header copies hb’, hc, and hd’ are sequentially
arranged after the first MB line.
[0252] In the second segment stream, two slice head-
ers that are the slice header copy ha’ and the slice header
hb are sequentially arranged before the second MB line,
and the two slice header copies hc’ and hd’ are sequen-
tially arranged after the second MB line.
[0253] In the third segment stream, three slice headers

that are the slice header copies ha’ and hb’ and the slice
header hc are sequentially arranged before the third MB
line, and the slice header copy hd’ is placed after the third
MB line.
[0254] In the fourth segment stream, four slice headers
that are the slice header copies ha’, hb’, and hc’, and the
slice header hd are sequentially arranged before the
fourth MB line.
[0255] The decoding engine 121 first receives a noti-
fication of the total number of headers "1" from the control
unit 160 when decoding the first MB line of the aforemen-
tioned first segment stream outputted from the first area
df1. As a result, the first decoding engine 121 processes
the slice header ha without skipping the processing on
the slice header, and decodes the first MB line subse-
quent to the slice header ha. Next, the first decoding en-
gine 121 receives a notification of the total number of
headers "3" from the control unit 160. As a result, the first
decoding engine 121 skips processing on the two slice
headers (according to the total number of the headers
minus 1) after decoding the first MB line. In other words,
the first decoding engine 121 skips processing on two
slice headers (slice header copies hb’ and hc’), process-
es the slice header copy hd’, and decodes the MB line
subsequent to the slice header copy hd’.
[0256] Likewise, the second decoding engine 121 first
receives a notification of the total number of headers "2"
from the control unit 160 when decoding the second MB
line of the aforementioned second segment stream out-
putted from the second area df2. As a result, the second
decoding engine 121 skips processing on the slice head-
er (according to the total number of the headers minus
1). In other words, the second decoding engine 121 skips
processing on the slice header copy ha’, processes the
slice header hb, and decodes the second MB line sub-
sequent to the slice header hb. Next, the second decod-
ing engine 121 receives a notification of the total number
of headers "2" from the control unit 160 again. As a result,
the second decoding engine 121 skips processing on the
slice header (according to the total number of the headers
minus 1). In other words, the second decoding engine
121 skips processing on the slice header copy hc’, proc-
esses the slice header copy hd’, and decodes the MB
line subsequent to the copy of the slice header hd’.
[0257] Furthermore, the decoding engine 121 first re-
ceives a notification of the total number of headers "3"
from the control unit 160 when decoding the third MB line
of the aforementioned third segment stream outputted
from the third area df3. As a result, the third decoding
engine 121 skips processing on the two slice headers
(according to the total number of the headers minus 1).
In other words, the third decoding engine 121 skips
processing on the slice header copies ha’ and hb’, proc-
esses the slice header hc, and decodes the third MB line
subsequent to the slice header hc. Next, the third decod-
ing engine 121 receives a notification of the total number
of headers "1" from the control unit 160. As a result, the
third decoding engine 121 processes the slice header
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copy hd’ without skipping the processing on the slice
header, and decodes the MB line subsequent to the slice
header copy hd’.
[0258] Furthermore, the fourth decoding engine 121
first receives a notification of the total number of headers
"4" from the control unit 160 when decoding the fourth
MB line of the aforementioned fourth segment stream
outputted from the fourth area df4. As a result, the fourth
decoding engine 121 skips processing on the three slice
headers (according to the total number of the headers
minus 1). In other words, the fourth decoding engine 121
skips processing on the slice header copies ha’, hb’, and
hc’, processes the slice header hd, and decodes the
fourth MB line subsequent to the slice header hd.
[0259] In this way, in Variation 2, slice header copies
are inserted into the segment streams irrespective of
whether or not the stream segmentation unit 130c re-
quires the slice header copies. Thus, it is possible to elim-
inate processing load that is otherwise placed on the
stream segmentation unit 130c in determining the neces-
sity of the slice header copies. Furthermore, since it is
only necessary for the stream segmentation unit 130c to
simply output the received slice headers included in the
bit stream, the stream segmentation unit 130c does not
need to have a header buffer 133d dissimilarly to the
stream segmentation unit 130 in the embodiment. As a
result, it is possible to simplify the structure of the stream
segmentation unit 130c.

(Variation 3)

[0260] In the above-described Variation 2, each of the
segment streams including sequentially arranged slice
headers is generated by inserting slice header copies
into each of the segment streams other than the segment
stream including the copy-source slice header, irrespec-
tive of whether or not the slice header copies are neces-
sary. As with Variation 2, in Variation 3, slice header cop-
ies are inserted into each of the segment streams other
than the segment stream including the copy-source slice
header, irrespective of whether or not the slice header
copies are necessary. However, in the case where slice
headers are inserted in sequence, new slice headers are
overwritten on the already inserted slice headers. This
prevents plural slice headers from being arranged in se-
quence in a bit stream.
[0261] FIG. 17 is a block diagram showing a stream
segmentation unit, a segment stream buffer, and four
decoding engines of an image decoding apparatus ac-
cording to Variation 3.
[0262] The stream segmentation unit 130d according
to Variation 3 includes a slice header processing unit
133h, a slice data processing unit 134d, and four buffers
(a first buffer 141 to a fourth buffer 144). In addition to
the aforementioned structural elements, the stream seg-
mentation unit 130d includes a start code detection unit
131, an EPB removal unit 132a, and an EPB insertion
unit 132b. However, for simplification, FIG. 17 does not

include the structural elements such as the start code
detection unit 131.
[0263] The slice data processing unit 134d has the
functions and structure similar to those of the slice data
processing units 134a and 134b in the embodiment. The
slice data processing unit 134d segments each of the
pictures in the bit stream into MB lines, and outputs, se-
quentially from the beginning side, each of the MB lines
to a corresponding one of the first buffer 141, the second
buffer 142, the third buffer 143, and the fourth buffer 144.
For example, the slice data processing unit 134d outputs
the respective MB lines to the first buffer 141, the second
buffer 142, the third buffer 143, and the fourth buffer 144
by switching buffers in this listed order to the correspond-
ing buffers as output destinations of the respective MB
line. The slice data processing unit 134d outputs only MB
lines to the buffers even when a slice header is placed
immediately before an MB line in the bit stream. In the
case where a slice header is in an MB line, the slice data
processing unit 134d outputs the MB line without the slice
header to the buffer.
[0264] In the case where the slice header processing
unit 133h detects that current data is a slice header while
sequentially obtaining data included in the bit stream from
the beginning side, it simultaneously outputs the slice
header to the first buffer 141 to the fourth buffer 144. As
a result, the slice header is copied to generate four slice
headers. More specifically, the slice header of the copy
source included in the bit stream is stored into a corre-
sponding one of the first buffer 141 to the fourth buffer
144, and the three slice header copies are stored in the
respective remaining three buffers.
[0265] For example, the slice header processing unit
133h simultaneously outputs the slice headers to the first
buffer 141 to the fourth buffer 144 such that the slice
header of the copy source is stored in the first buffer 141,
and the three slice header copies are stored in the second
buffer 142, the third buffer 143, and the fourth buffer 144.
[0266] Each of the buffers (the first buffer 141 to the
fourth buffer 144) has a capacity sufficient to store at
least one slice header, temporally accumulates data out-
putted from the slice data processing unit 133h and the
slice data processing unit 134d, and outputs the data to
an associated one of the areas in the segment stream
buffer 152. For simplification, the following description is
given assuming that each of the buffers has a capacity
sufficient to store a slice header and a macroblock.
[0267] A buffer temporarily holds a slice header (the
copy-source slice header or a slice header copy) ob-
tained from the slice header processing unit 133h. Each
time the buffer obtains a new slice header when it already
holds a slice header, the buffer overwrites the new slice
header on the already held slice header.
[0268]  When the buffer obtains a macroblock from the
slice data processing unit 134d immediately after obtain-
ing the slice header and holds the macroblock, the buffer
outputs the slice header and macroblock in this listed
order. Furthermore, when the buffer obtains a new mac-
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roblock from the slice data processing unit 134d next to
the previous macroblock, the buffer sequentially erases
the already held slice header and macroblock, and holds
and outputs the new macroblock.
[0269] In short, the buffer outputs newly obtained mac-
roblocks upon receiving each macroblock. On the other
hand, when the buffer obtains a slice header, the buffer
holds the slice header instead of outputting it immediate-
ly, and outputs the slice header before outputting the ob-
tained macroblock. In the case where the buffer obtains
a new slice header when already holding a slice header,
the buffer overwrites the new slice header on the already-
held slice header.
[0270] The processes performed by the slice data
processing unit 134d, the slice header processing unit
133h, and the buffer make it possible to accumulate seg-
ment streams that do not include sequential slice headers
into the respective areas (the first area df1 to the fourth
area df4) in the segment stream buffer 152.
[0271] As with the above-described embodiment, the
respective decoding engines 120 read out the segment
streams from the associated areas in the segment stream
buffer 152.
[0272] FIG. 18 is a diagram showing pointers in a buff-
er.
[0273] When the buffer obtains a slice header from the
slice header processing unit 133h and writes it into the
storage area, the buffer rewinds the position from a po-
sition indicated by a write pointer WP to a position indi-
cated by a guard pointer GP in the storage area, and
writes the slice header in a portion starting from the po-
sition indicated by the guard pointer GP. In this way, the
already stored slice header is erased and overwritten.
Normally, the buffer reads out data written in the storage
area based on a read pointer RP and outputs the data.
Thus, the read pointer RP is set so as not to exceed the
guard pointer GP.
[0274] Thus, the buffer removes the guard by the guard
pointer GP for the read pointer RP only when writing a
macroblock into the storage area immediately after writ-
ing the slice header into the storage area, and reads out
and outputs the written slice header and macroblock. The
slice header and macroblock outputted in this way are to
be erased and overwritten when a new slice header or
macroblock is written.
[0275] FIG. 19 is an illustration of operations per-
formed by the stream segmentation unit 130d in Variation
3.
[0276] For example, a picture in the bit stream includes
a slice A, a slice B, a slice C, and a slice D. Here, the
slice A includes a slice header ha and a first MB line, the
slice B includes a slice header hb, a second MB line, and
a portion of a third MB line, the slice C includes a slice
header hc and the remaining portion of the third MB line,
and the slice D includes a slice header hd and a fourth
MB line.
[0277] The slice header processing unit 133h of the
stream segmentation unit 130d obtains the slice header

ha in the bit stream, and simultaneously outputs the slice
header ha to the first buffer 141 to the fourth buffer 144.
As a result, the slice header ha is outputted to the first
buffer 141 as a portion of the first segment stream, and
the respective three slice header copies ha’ identical to
the slice header ha and portions of the second segment
stream, the third segment stream, and the fourth segment
stream are outputted to the second buffer 142, the third
buffer 143, and the fourth buffer 144, respectively. As a
result, the slice header ha is written into the first buffer
141, and the slice header copy ha’ is written into each of
the second buffer 142 to the fourth buffer 144.
[0278] Subsequently, the slice data processing unit
134d outputs, sequentially from the beginning side, the
macroblocks included in the first MB line as a part of the
first segment stream to the first buffer 141. The macrob-
locks are written immediately after the slice header ha in
the first buffer 141 in this way, which removes the guard
of the read pointer RP in the first buffer 141. Accordingly,
the first buffer 141 outputs the slice header ha and the
starting macroblock in the first MB line to the first area
df1 in the segment stream buffer 152. When the second
and subsequent macroblocks following the starting mac-
roblock in the first MB line are sequentially written in the
first buffer 141 after the starting macroblock is written in
the first buffer 141, the slice header ha and the starting
macroblock that have already been written in the first
buffer 141 are erased and overwritten by the second and
subsequent macroblocks. Each time the first buffer 141
obtains one of the second and subsequent macroblocks
in the first MB line, the buffer 141 erases already written
data and outputs the one of the second macroblock and
subsequent macroblocks to the first area df1 in the seg-
ment stream buffer 152.
[0279] The stream segmentation unit 130d performs
such processing in this way to store the slice header ha
and the first MB line into the first area df1 of the segment
stream buffer 152 via the first buffer 141.
[0280] Next, the slice header processing unit 133h ob-
tains the slice header hb in the bit stream, and simulta-
neously outputs the slice header hb to the first buffer 141
to the fourth buffer 144. As a result, the slice header hb
is outputted to the second buffer 142 as a portion of the
second segment stream, and the respective three slice
header copies hb’ identical to the slice header hb and
portions of the first segment stream, the third segment
stream, and the fourth segment stream are outputted to
the first buffer 141, the third buffer 143, and the fourth
buffer 144, respectively.
[0281] As a result, the slice header hb is written into
the second buffer 142, and the slice header copy hb’ is
written into each of the first buffer 141, the third buffer
143, and the fourth buffer 144. In short, each of the slice
headers already written in the second buffer 142 to the
fourth buffer 144 is overwritten by the slice header hb or
the slice header copy hb’.
[0282] Subsequently, the slice data processing unit
134d outputs, sequentially from the beginning side, the
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macroblocks included in the second MB line as a part of
the second segment stream to the second buffer 142.
The macroblocks are written immediately after the slice
header hb in the second buffer 142 in this way, which
removes the guard of the read pointer RP in the second
buffer 142. Accordingly, the second buffer 142 outputs
the slice header hb and the starting macroblock in the
second MB line to the second area df2 in the segment
stream buffer 152. When the second and subsequent
macroblocks following the starting macroblock in the sec-
ond MB line are sequentially written in the second buffer
142 after the starting macroblock is written in the second
buffer 142, the slice header hb and the starting macrob-
lock that have already been written in the second buffer
142 are erased and overwritten by the second and sub-
sequent macroblocks. Each time the second buffer 142
obtains one of the second and subsequent macroblocks
in the second MB line, the buffer 142 erases already writ-
ten data and outputs the one of the second and subse-
quent macroblocks to the second area df2 in the segment
stream buffer 152.
[0283] The stream segmentation unit 130d performs
such processing in this way to store the slice header hb
and the second MB line into the second area df2 of the
segment stream buffer 152 via the second buffer 142.
[0284]  Here, the slice B includes the second MB line
and three macroblocks in the third MB line. Accordingly,
the slice data processing unit 134d outputs the second
MB line and then outputs, sequentially from the beginning
side, the three macroblocks that are included in the third
MB line as portions of the third segment stream to the
third buffer 143.
[0285] The macroblocks are written immediately after
the slice header hb’ in the third buffer 143 in this way,
which removes the guard of the read pointer RP in the
third buffer 143. Accordingly, the third buffer 143 outputs
the slice header copy hb’ and the starting macroblock in
the third MB line to the third area df3 in the segment
stream buffer 152. When the second and subsequent
macroblocks following the starting macroblock in the third
MB line are sequentially written in the third buffer 143
after the starting macroblock is written in the third buffer
143, the slice header hb’ and the starting macroblock that
have already been written in the third buffer 143 are
erased and overwritten by the second and subsequent
macroblocks. Each time the second buffer 143 obtains
one of the second and subsequent macroblocks in the
third MB line, the buffer 143 erases already written data
and outputs the one of the second and subsequent mac-
roblocks to the third area df3 in the segment stream buffer
152.
[0286] The stream segmentation unit 130d performs
such processing in this way to store the remaining three
macroblocks in the slice B included in the third MB line
into the third area df3 of the segment stream buffer 152
via the third buffer 143.
[0287] Next, the slice header processing unit 133h ob-
tains the slice header hc in the bit stream, and simulta-

neously outputs the slice header hc to the first buffer 141
to the fourth buffer 144. As a result, the slice header hc
is outputted to the third buffer 143 as a portion of the third
segment stream, and the respective three slice header
copies hc’ identical to the slice header hc and portions
of the first segment stream, the second segment stream,
and the fourth segment stream are outputted to the first
buffer 141, the second buffer 142, and the fourth buffer
144, respectively.
[0288] As a result, the slice header hc is written into
the third buffer 143, and the slice header copy hc’ is writ-
ten into each of the first buffer 141, the second buffer
142, and the fourth buffer 144. In short, each of the slice
headers already written in the first buffer 141 and the
fourth buffer 144 is overwritten by the slice header copy
hc’.
[0289] Subsequently, the slice data processing unit
134d outputs, sequentially from the beginning side, the
macroblocks included in the third MB line as portions of
the third segment stream to the third buffer 143. The mac-
roblocks are written immediately after the slice header
hc in the third buffer 143 in this way, which removes the
guard of the read pointer RP in the third buffer 143. Ac-
cordingly, the third buffer 143 outputs the slice header
hc and the starting macroblock in the slice C to the third
area df3 in the segment stream buffer 152. When the
second and subsequent macroblocks following the start-
ing macroblock in the slice C are sequentially written in
the third buffer 143 after the starting macroblock is written
in the third buffer 143, the slice header hc and the starting
macroblock that have already been written in the third
buffer 143 are erased and overwritten by the second and
subsequent macroblocks. Each time the third buffer 143
obtains one of the second and subsequent macroblocks
in the slice C, the buffer 143 erases already written data
and outputs the one of the second and the subsequent
macroblocks to the third area df3 in the segment stream
buffer 152.
[0290] The stream segmentation unit 130d performs
such processing in this way to store the slice header hc
and macroblock in the slice C in the third area df3 of the
segment stream buffer 152 via the third buffer 143.
[0291]  Next, the slice header processing unit 133h
obtains the slice header hd in the bit stream, and simul-
taneously outputs the slice header hd to the first buffer
141 to the fourth buffer 144. As a result, the slice header
hd is outputted to the fourth buffer 144 as a portion of the
fourth segment stream, and the respective three slice
header copies hd’ identical to the slice header hd and
portions of the first segment stream, the second segment
stream, and the third segment stream are outputted to
the first buffer 141, the second buffer 142, and the third
buffer 143, respectively.
[0292] As a result, the slice header hd is written into
the fourth buffer 144, the slice header copy hd’ is written
into each of the first buffer 141, the second buffer 142,
and the third buffer 143. In short, each of the slice headers
already written in the first buffer 141, the second buffer
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142, and the fourth buffer 144 is overwritten by the slice
header hd or the slice header copy hd’.
[0293] Subsequently, the slice data processing unit
134d outputs, sequentially from the beginning side, the
macroblocks included in the fourth MB line as a portion
of the fourth segment stream to the fourth buffer 144.
The macroblocks are written immediately after the slice
header hd in the fourth buffer 144 in this way, which re-
moves the guard of the read pointer RP in the fourth
buffer 144. Accordingly, the fourth buffer 144 outputs the
slice header hd and the starting macroblock in the fourth
MB line to the fourth area df4 in the segment stream
buffer 152. When the second and subsequent macrob-
locks following the starting macroblock in the fourth MB
line are sequentially written in the fourth buffer 144 after
the starting macroblock is written in the fourth buffer 144,
the slice header hb and starting macroblock that have
already been written in the fourth buffer 144 are erased
and overwritten by the second and subsequent macrob-
locks. Each time the fourth buffer 144 obtains one of the
second and subsequent macroblocks in the fourth MB
line, the buffer 144 erases already written data and out-
puts one of the second and subsequent macroblocks to
the fourth area df4 in the segment stream buffer 152.
[0294] The stream segmentation unit 130d performs
such processing in this way to store the slice header hd
and the fourth MB line into the fourth area df4 of the seg-
ment stream buffer 152 via the third buffer 143.
[0295] In this way in Variation 3, the slice header
processing unit 133h outputs slice header copies irre-
spective of whether or not the slice header copies are
necessary. Thus, it is possible to eliminate the processing
load that is otherwise placed on the slice header process-
ing unit 133h in determining the necessity of the slice
header copies. Furthermore, since it is only necessary
for the slice header processing unit 133h to simply output
the received slice headers included in the bit stream, the
slice header processing unit 133h does not need to have
a header buffer 133d dissimilarly to the slice header
processing unit 133 in the above-described embodiment.
As a result, it is possible to simplify the structure of the
stream header processing unit 133h.
[0296] In Variation 3, since there is no case where slice
headers are sequentially inserted into a segment stream,
it is possible to reduce processing load for such sequen-
tial slice headers, compared to Variation 2. More specif-
ically, it is possible to eliminate processing for notifying
the decoding engines 120 of the number of sequential
slice headers, and processing for causing each decoding
engines 120 to determine whether or not to skip some
slice headers. As a result, it is possible to simplify the
functional structures of the stream segmentation unit
130d and decoding engines 120. This makes it possible
to use conventional decoding engines as the decoding
engines 120.
[0297] FIG. 20 is a diagram showing an application
example of one of the image decoding apparatuses in
the embodiment and its variations.

[0298] For example, as shown in FIG. 20, the image
decoding apparatus in the embodiment or one of the var-
iations thereof is provided to a reproduction device 101
that receives a broadcast wave and reproduces the bit
stream included in the broadcast wave. The reproduction
device 101 includes an antenna 101a that receives the
broadcast wave of BS digital broadcasting, and the main
body 101b including the aforementioned image decoding
apparatus.
[0299] The image decoding apparatus embedded in
the main body 101b extracts, for example, a 4k2k bit
stream from the broadcast wave received by the antenna
101a. Subsequently, the image decoding apparatus seg-
ments the extracted bit stream to generate N segment
streams, and decodes the N segment streams in parallel
as described above.
[0300] The image decoding apparatuses and image
decoding methods have been described above using the
embodiment and its variations. However, the present in-
vention is not limited to these.
[0301] For example, the image decoding apparatus
100 includes a segment stream buffer 152 and the like
in the embodiment and its variations, but the image de-
coding apparatus 100 may not include these.
[0302] FIG. 21 is a diagram showing a minimum struc-
ture of an image decoding apparatus according to the
present invention.
[0303] The image decoding apparatus 10 has the min-
imum structure for implementing the present invention,
and includes an obtainment unit 11, a stream segmen-
tation unit 12, and N decoding units 13.
[0304] The obtainment unit 11 corresponding to a
stream buffer 151 or an obtainment device (or a mere
obtainment port) used for receiving the bit stream from
the stream buffer 151 and providing the bit stream to the
image decoding apparatus 10. The stream segmentation
unit 12 corresponds to stream segmentation units 130,
130c, and 130d. More specifically, the stream segmen-
tation 12 generates N segment steams by segmenting
each of pictures included in the bit stream obtained by
the obtainment unit 11 into plural structural units, and
assigning each of the structural units to a corresponding
one of N segment streams to be generated (N is an in-
teger equal to or greater than 2). The N decoding units
13 correspond to the decoding engines 120 and 121, and
decode the respective N segment streams generated by
the stream segmentation unit 12 in parallel. Furthermore,
when the stream segmentation unit 12 segments a slice
in one of the coded pictures into slice portions and as-
signs the respective slice portions to plural segment
streams in the generation of the N segment streams, the
stream segmentation unit 12 reconstructs the slice por-
tion groups as new slices so that each of the slice portion
groups that includes at least one slice portion and is as-
signed to a corresponding one of the segment streams
can be recognized as a slice by an associated one of the
N decoding units 13.
[0305] In this way, the bit stream is segmented into
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structural units such as plural macroblock lines, and each
of the macroblock lines is assigned as a portion of the
corresponding one of the segment streams to the asso-
ciated one of the N decoding units. This allows the re-
spective N decoding units to equally share the decoding
processing, and execute appropriate parallel decoding
processing. For example even in the case of a coded
picture conforming to H. 264/AVC which is composed of
a slice, the coded picture is segmented into plural mac-
roblock lines, and thus the load to decode the slice is
equally shared by the N decoding engines 120 without
being placed on one of the decoding engines 120.
[0306] Here, when a coded picture is segmented into
plural macroblock lines, a slice located across plural MB
lines may be segmented into plural slice portions, and
the respective slice portions may be assigned to mutually
different segment streams. In other words, each of the
segment streams includes slice portion groups each of
which is composed of at least one slice portion that is a
chip of a slice, instead of including the whole slice in the
coded picture. The slice portion groups may not include
a header indicating the beginning of the group and end
information indicating the end.
[0307] For this, in the present invention, the stream
segmentation unit 130 reconstructs the slice portion
group as a new slice. Thus, the decoding engine 13 that
decodes the segment stream including the slice portion
group can easily recognize the slice portion group as the
new slice, and decode it appropriately without performing
any special processing for appropriately recognizing and
decoding the slice portion group as the new slice. In other
words, the present invention eliminates the need to pro-
vide each of the N decoding units 13 with a function or a
structure for such special processing. For this reason, it
is possible to use conventional decoding circuits as the
decoding units for decoding the segment streams, and
therefore to simplify the structure of the whole image de-
coding apparatus.
[0308] Accordingly, the image decoding apparatus 10
can provide the aforementioned unique advantageous
effects and thus can achieve the aforementioned object,
without requiring the segment stream buffer 152 and the
like in the embodiment and its variations.
[0309] FIG. 22 is a block diagram showing the structure
of the stream segmentation unit 12.
[0310] The stream segmentation unit 12 includes, for
example, a copying unit 12a, an address update unit 12b,
and an insertion unit 12c.
[0311] The copying unit 12a and the insertion unit 12c
correspond to either the slice header insertion unit 133
or the slice header processing units 133g and 133h. In
addition, the copying unit 12a generates a supplemental
information copy by copying supplemental information
that is placed at the beginning of the slices in a coded
picture and is necessary for decoding the slices. For ex-
ample, the supplemental information and the supplemen-
tal information copy correspond to a slice header and a
slice header copy, respectively. The insertion unit 12c

inserts the supplemental information copy to the begin-
ning of the slice portion group as supplemental informa-
tion. The address update unit 12b corresponds to the
header address update unit 133c, and updates the ad-
dress information included in the supplemental informa-
tion copy into address information indicating the address
of the starting macroblock in the slice portion group. It is
to be noted that the address information is MB address
information.
[0312] Here, the address update unit 12b is included
in the stream segmentation unit 12, and updates the ad-
dress information included in the supplemental informa-
tion copy generated by the copying unit 12a. Subse-
quently, the insertion unit 12c inserts the supplemental
information copy including the address information up-
dated by the address update unit 12b to the beginning
of the slice portion group.
[0313] Since the address information indicating the ad-
dress of the starting macroblock in the slice portion group
is included in the supplemental information of the slice
portion group, the decoding unit 13 can recognize the
correct address of the starting macroblock in the slice
portion group by reading out the address information
without performing any special processing.
[0314] It is to be noted that the address update unit
12b may be outside the stream segmentation unit 12.
[0315] FIG. 23 is a block diagram showing modified
minimum structure of an image decoding apparatus ac-
cording to the present invention.
[0316] The image decoding apparatus 20 has the min-
imum structure for implementing the present invention,
and includes an obtainment unit 11, a stream segmen-
tation unit 22, an address update unit 12b, and N decod-
ing units 13. The stream segmentation unit 22 includes
only the copying unit 12a and the insertion unit 12c. The
address update unit 12b and the stream segmentation
unit 22 are provided outside the stream segmentation
unit 22. In this case, the address update unit 12b updates
the address information included in the supplemental in-
formation copy inserted to the beginning of the slice por-
tion group by the insertion unit 12c.
[0317] The address update unit 12b may be included
in each of the N decoding units 13. In this case, the de-
coding unit 13 has a function for updating the address
information of the segment stream to be processed by
the decoding unit 13 itself. In short, Variation 1 of this
embodiment corresponds to this case.
[0318] FIG. 24 is a block diagram showing another
structure of the stream segmentation unit 12.
[0319] The stream segmentation unit 12 includes a
supplemental information processing unit 12d, a seg-
ment output unit 12e, and N buffers 12f. Supplemental
information necessary for decoding the slice is placed at
the beginning of each of the slices included in the bit
stream. For example, the supplemental information cor-
responds to a slice header. The respective N buffers 12f
correspond to first buffer 141 to fourth buffer 144, and
are associated with the N decoding units 13. The seg-
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ment output unit 12e corresponds to the slice data
processing unit 134d. The segment output unit 12e seg-
ments each of the coded pictures into plural structural
units, and outputs each of the structural units into a cor-
responding one of the N buffers 12f. The supplemental
information processing unit 12d corresponds to the slice
header processing unit 133h. The supplemental informa-
tion processing unit 12d sequentially obtains data includ-
ed in the coded picture, and when the data is supplemen-
tal information, outputs the supplemental information to
the N buffers 12f.
[0320] Here, each of the N buffers 12f outputs data
each time the buffer 12f obtains data included in a struc-
tural unit outputted by the segment output unit 12e. Fur-
thermore, each of the N buffers 12f obtains and holds
supplemental information outputted from the supplemen-
tal information processing unit 12d. Only when the buffer
12f obtains data of a structural unit immediately after sup-
plemental information, the buffer 12 outputs the held sup-
plemental information before the data. When the buffer
12f obtains new supplemental information immediately
after the supplemental information, the buffer 12f over-
writes the new supplemental information on the already-
held supplemental information. Each of the N decoding
units 13 decodes the segment streams including the sup-
plemental information and the data of the structural units
that are outputted from the associated one of the buffers.
[0321] Causing the supplemental information process-
ing unit 12d to output the supplemental information ob-
tainable from a bit stream into the buffer 12f in this simple
manner makes it possible to cause the N buffers 12f to
output only the supplemental information necessary for
the N segment streams from among the supplemental
information that are otherwise outputted from the N buff-
ers 12f. As a result, it is possible to appropriately insert
supplemental information to the beginning of each slice
portion that does not start at the beginning of a slice in
the coded picture.
[0322] Slice header copies are inserted in the embod-
iment and its variations, but such slice header copies
may not be inserted. For example, it is also good to copy
only the supplemental information that is included in the
copy-source slice header and thus is required to decode
the slices having the slice header, and insert the supple-
mental information copy generated in the copying.
[0323] In the embodiment and its variations, each of
the pictures is segmented into plural structural units re-
garded as an MB line as a structural unit. However, the
structural unit is not limited to an MB line. Two MB lines
or three MB lines are possible, and plural macroblocks
arranged in a row in the vertical direction of a picture are
also possible. For example, in the case of a picture that
is composed of MBAFFs, two MB lines may be regarded
as a structural unit. In the case of a picture that is not
composed of MBAFFs, an MB line may be regarded as
a structural unit.
[0324] In the embodiment and its variations, the stream
segmentation unit inserts slice header copies into seg-

ment streams, and the decoding engines read out and
decode the segment streams having the slice header
copies. However, the stream segmentation unit may di-
rectly output the slice header copies to the decoding en-
gines without inserting the slice header copies into the
segment streams. For example, the stream segmenta-
tion unit determines whether or not a slice header copy
should be placed immediately before a current MB line
in a segment stream to be read by one of the decoding
engines. When the stream segmentation unit determines
that a slice header copy should be placed accordingly, it
outputs the slice header copy to the decoding engine
immediately before the MB line is read by the decoding
engine. Here, the stream segmentation unit may output
only a portion of information included in the slice header
copy instead of outputting the slice header copy itself to
the decoding engine.
[0325] It is to be noted that each of the functional blocks
in the block diagrams (FIGS. 1, 7, 9, 15, and 17) is typi-
cally implemented as an LSI (Large Scale Integration)
that is an integrated circuit. The respective functional
blocks may be separately formed as plural single-func-
tion chips. Otherwise, some or all of these may be inte-
grated into a single chip. For example, the functional
blocks other than a memory may be integrated into a
single chip.
[0326] The name used here is LSI, but it may also be
called IC (Integrated Circuit), system LSI, super LSI, or
ultra LSI depending on the degree of integration.
[0327] Moreover, ways to achieve integration are not
limited to the LSI, and special circuit or general purpose
processor and so forth can also achieve the integration.
Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) that can be pro-
grammed after manufacturing LSI or a reconfigurable
processor that allows re-structure of the connection or
structure of circuit cells in the LSI can be used.
[0328] Furthermore, in the future, with advancement
in technology of manufacturing semiconductors or other
derivative technique, a new integration technology re-
sulting in replacement of LSI may emerge. The integra-
tion may be carried out using this technology. Application
of biotechnology is one such possibility.

[Industrial Applicability]

[0329] Simply-structured image decoding apparatus-
es according to the present invention provide an advan-
tageous effect of being able to properly execute parallel
decoding processing. For example, the image decoding
apparatuses are applicable as reproduction devices
which decode a bit stream of 4k2k.

[Reference Signs List]

[0330]

100 Image decoding apparatus
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110 Decoder

120 First to N-th decoding engine

130 Stream segmentation unit

131 Start code detection unit

132a EPB removal unit

132b EPB insertion unit

133 Slice header insertion unit

133a NAL type identification unit

133b Header insertion counter

133c Header address update unit

133d Header buffer

134a, 134b Slice data processing unit

135a, 135b Slice data layer decoding unit

136a, 136b Macroblock layer decoding unit

137a Skip run segmentation unit

138a, 138b QP calculation unit

139a, 139b Delimiter detection unit

150 Memory

151 Stream buffer

152 Segment stream buffer

153 Frame memory

Claims

1. An image decoding apparatus which decodes a bit
stream including coded image data, said apparatus
comprising:

an obtainment unit configured to obtain the bit
stream;
a stream segmentation unit configured to gen-
erate N segment streams by segmenting each
of coded pictures included in the bit stream ob-
tained by said obtainment unit into structural
units, and assigning, as a portion, each of the
structural units to a corresponding one of the N
segment streams to be generated, N being an

integer equal to or greater than 2; and
N decoding units configured to decode, in par-
allel, the respective N segment streams gener-
ated by said stream segmentation unit,
wherein, when said stream segmentation unit
segments a slice in one of the coded pictures
into slice portions and assigns each of the slice
portions to the corresponding one of the N seg-
ment streams in generating the N segment
streams, said stream segmentation unit recon-
structs a slice portion group as a new slice so
that the slice portion group is recognized as the
new slice by an associated one of said N decod-
ing units, the slice portion group including at
least one slice portion to be assigned to the cor-
responding one of the N segment streams.

2. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
1, wherein, in the case where the slice portion group
does not start at a beginning of a slice in the coded
picture, said stream segmentation unit reconstructs
the slice portion group as the new slice by inserting
supplemental information required to decode the
new slice to a beginning of the slice portion group.

3. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim 2,
wherein said stream segmentation unit is configured
to insert, as a header, the supplemental information
to the beginning of the slice portion group.

4. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
2, wherein said stream segmentation unit includes:

a copying unit configured to generate a supple-
mental information copy by copying the supple-
mental information that is required to decode the
slice and placed at the beginning of the slice in
the coded picture; and
an insertion unit configured to insert the supple-
mental information copy regarded as the sup-
plemental information to the beginning of the
slice portion group, and
said image decoding apparatus further compris-
es
an address update unit configured to update ad-
dress information included in the supplemental
information copy to address information indicat-
ing an address of a starting macroblock in the
slice portion group.

5. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
4, wherein said address update unit is included in
said stream segmentation unit, and is configured to
update the address information to address informa-
tion included in the supplemental information copy
generated by said copying unit, and
said insertion unit is configured to insert the supple-
mental information copy including the address infor-
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mation updated by said address update unit to the
beginning of the slice portion group.

6. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
4, wherein said address update unit is configured to
update the address information included in the sup-
plemental information copy inserted by said insertion
unit to the beginning of the slice portion group.

7. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
2, wherein the slice in the bit stream includes, at the
beginning of the slice, supplemental information re-
quired to decode the slice,
said stream segmentation units includes:

N buffers each of which is associated with a cor-
responding one of said N decoding units;
a segment output unit configured to segment
each of the coded pictures into structural units,
and output each of the structural units to an as-
sociated one of said N buffers; and
a supplemental information processing unit con-
figured to sequentially obtain data included in
the coded picture, and output the supplemental
information to said respective N buffers when
the supplemental information is included in the
sequentially obtained data,
each of said N buffers is configured to:

output data included in one of the structural units
outputted by said segment output unit upon obtaining
the data;
receive and hold the supplemental information out-
putted from said supplemental information process-
ing unit;
output the held supplemental information before out-
putting the data only when the data of the assigned
one of the structural units is obtained immediately
after the supplemental information; and
overwrite new supplemental information on the held
supplemental information when the new supplemen-
tal information is obtained immediately after the held
supplemental information, and
each of said N decoding units is configured to decode
the segment stream including the supplemental in-
formation and the data of the assigned one of the
structural units, the segment stream being outputted
from said buffer associated with said decoding unit.

8. The image decoding apparatus according to any one
of Claims 1 to 7,
wherein, in the case where the slice portion group
does not end at an end of a slice in the coded picture,
said stream segmentation unit reconstructs the slice
portion group as a new slice by setting end informa-
tion indicating an end of the slice portion group at
the end of the slice portion group.

9. The image decoding apparatus according to any one
of Claims 1 to 8,
wherein said stream segmentation unit is further con-
figured to: obtain mode information indicating wheth-
er or not to perform segmentation; and output each
of bit streams obtained by said obtainment unit to a
corresponding one of said N decoding units in the
case where the mode information indicates that no
segmentation should be performed, and
said respective N decoding units are further config-
ured to receive and decode, in parallel, the bit
streams outputted by said stream segmentation unit.

10. The image decoding apparatus according to any one
of Claims 1 to 9,
wherein said stream segmentation unit is configured
to segment the coded picture into structural units re-
garding, as the structural unit, a unit that includes at
least one macroblock line composed of macroblocks
arranged in a row in a horizontal direction of the cod-
ed picture.

11. An image decoding method of decoding a bit stream
including coded image data, said method compris-
ing:

obtaining the bit stream;
generating N segment streams by segmenting
each of coded pictures included in the obtained
bit stream into structural units, and by assigning,
as a portion, each of the structural units to a
corresponding one of the N segment streams to
be generated, N being an integer equal to or
greater than 2; and
decoding, in parallel, the respective generated
N segment streams,
wherein, when a slice in one of the coded pic-
tures is segmented into slice portions and each
of the slice portions is assigned to the corre-
sponding one of the N segment streams in said
generating of the N segment streams, a slice
portion group is reconstructed as a new slice so
that the slice portion group is recognized as the
new slice by an associated one of the N decod-
ing units, the slice portion group including at
least one slice portion to be assigned to the cor-
responding one of the N segment streams.

12. A program for decoding a bit stream including coded
image data, said program causing a computer to ex-
ecute:

obtaining the bit stream;
generating N segment streams by segmenting
each of coded pictures included in the obtained
bit stream into structural units, and by assigning,
as a portion, each of the structural units to a
corresponding one of the N segment streams to
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be generated, N being an integer equal to or
greater than 2; and
decoding, in parallel, the respective generated
N segment streams,
wherein, when a slice in one of the coded pic-
tures is segmented into slice portions and each
of the slice portions is assigned to the corre-
sponding one of the N segment streams in the
generating of the N segment streams, a slice
portion group is reconstructed as a new slice so
that the slice portion group is recognized as the
new slice by an associated one of the N decod-
ing units, the slice portion group including at
least one slice portion to be assigned to the cor-
responding one of the N segment streams.

13. An integrated circuit which decodes a bit stream in-
cluding coded image data, said integrated circuit
comprising:

an obtainment unit configured to obtain the bit
stream;
a stream segmentation unit configured to gen-
erate N segment streams by segmenting each
of coded pictures included in the bit stream ob-
tained by said obtainment unit into structural
units, and assigning, as a portion, each of the
structural units to a corresponding one of the N
segment streams to be generated, N being an
integer equal to or greater than 2; and
N decoding units configured to decode, in par-
allel, the respective N segment streams gener-
ated by said stream segmentation unit,
wherein, when said stream segmentation unit
segments a slice in one of the coded pictures
into slice portions and assigns each of the slice
portions to the corresponding one of the N seg-
ment streams in generating the N segment
streams, said stream segmentation unit recon-
structs a slice portion group as a new slice so
that the slice portion group is recognized as the
new slice by an associated one of said N decod-
ing units, the slice portion group including at
least one slice portion to be assigned to the cor-
responding one of the N segment streams.

Amended claims under Art. 19.1 PCT

1. An image decoding apparatus which decodes a
bit stream including coded image data, said appara-
tus comprising:

an obtainment unit configured to obtain the bit
stream;
a stream segmentation unit configured to gen-
erate N segment streams by segmenting each
of coded pictures included in the bit stream ob-

tained by said obtainment unit into structural
units, and assigning, as a portion, each of the
structural units to a corresponding one of the N
segment streams to be generated, N being an
integer equal to or greater than 2; and
N decoding units configured to decode, in par-
allel, the respective N segment streams gener-
ated by said stream segmentation unit,
wherein, when said stream segmentation unit
segments a slice in one of the coded pictures
into slice portions and assigns each of the slice
portions to the corresponding one of the N seg-
ment streams in generating the N segment
streams, said stream segmentation unit recon-
structs a slice portion group as a new slice so
that the slice portion group is recognized as the
new slice by an associated one of said N decod-
ing units, the slice portion group including at
least one slice portion to be assigned to the cor-
responding one of the N segment streams.

2. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
1,
wherein, in the case where the slice portion group
does not start at a beginning of a slice in the coded
picture, said stream segmentation unit reconstructs
the slice portion group as the new slice by inserting
supplemental information required to decode the
new slice to a beginning of the slice portion group.

3. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
2,
wherein said stream segmentation unit is configured
to insert, as a header, the supplemental information
to the beginning of the slice portion group.

4. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
2,
wherein said stream segmentation unit includes:

a copying unit configured to generate a supple-
mental information copy by copying the supple-
mental information that is required to decode the
slice and placed at the beginning of the slice in
the coded picture; and
an insertion unit configured to insert the supple-
mental information copy regarded as the sup-
plemental information to the beginning of the
slice portion group, and
said image decoding apparatus further compris-
es
an address update unit configured to update ad-
dress information included in the supplemental
information copy to address information indicat-
ing an address of a starting macroblock in the
slice portion group.

5. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
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4,
wherein said address update unit is included in said
stream segmentation unit, and is configured to up-
date the address information to address information
included in the supplemental information copy gen-
erated by said copying unit, and
said insertion unit is configured to insert the supple-
mental information copy including the address infor-
mation updated by said address update unit to the
beginning of the slice portion group.

6. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
4,
wherein said address update unit is configured to
update the address information included in the sup-
plemental information copy inserted by said insertion
unit to the beginning of the slice portion group.

7. The image decoding apparatus according to Claim
2,
wherein the slice in the bit stream includes, at the
beginning of the slice, supplemental information re-
quired to decode the slice,
said stream segmentation units includes:

N buffers each of which is associated with a cor-
responding one of said N decoding units;
a segment output unit configured to segment
each of the coded pictures into structural units,
and output each of the structural units to an as-
sociated one of said N buffers; and
a supplemental information processing unit con-
figured to sequentially obtain data included in
the coded picture, and output the supplemental
information to said respective N buffers when
the supplemental information is included in the
sequentially obtained data,
each of said N buffers is configured to:

output data included in one of the structural
units outputted by said segment output unit
upon obtaining the data;
receive and hold the supplemental informa-
tion outputted from said supplemental infor-
mation processing unit;
output the held supplemental information
before outputting the data only when the da-
ta of the assigned one of the structural units
is obtained immediately after the supple-
mental information; and
overwrite new supplemental information on
the held supplemental information when the
new supplemental information is obtained
immediately after the held supplemental in-
formation, and
each of said N decoding units is configured
to decode the segment stream including the
supplemental information and the data of

the assigned one of the structural units, the
segment stream being outputted from said
buffer associated with said decoding unit.

8. The image decoding apparatus according to any
one of Claims 1 to 7, wherein, in the case where the
slice portion group does not end at an end of a slice
in the coded picture, said stream segmentation unit
reconstructs the slice portion group as a new slice
by setting end information indicating an end of the
slice portion group at the end of the slice portion
group.

9. The image decoding apparatus according to any
one of Claims 1 to 8, wherein said stream segmen-
tation unit is further configured to: obtain mode in-
formation indicating whether or not to perform seg-
mentation; and output each of bit streams obtained
by said obtainment unit to a corresponding one of
said N decoding units in the case where the mode
information indicates that no segmentation should
be performed, and
said respective N decoding units are further config-
ured to receive and decode, in parallel, the bit
streams outputted by said stream segmentation unit.

10. The image decoding apparatus according to any
one of Claims 1 to 9, wherein said stream segmen-
tation unit is configured to segment the coded picture
into structural units regarding, as the structural unit,
a unit that includes at least one macroblock line com-
posed of macroblocks arranged in a row in a hori-
zontal direction of the coded picture.

11. The image decoding apparatus according to any
one of Claims 1 to 9,
wherein said N decoding units include a first decod-
ing unit and a second decoding unit, and
when said first decoding unit decodes a first slice
portion included in a segment stream assigned to
said first decoding unit among the N segment
streams and said second decoding unit decodes a
second slice portion included in the segment stream
assigned to said second decoding unit among the N
segment streams, and when the first slice portion
and the second slice portion are adjacent to each
other in the coded picture:

said first decoding unit starts decoding the first
slice portion before said second decoding unit
starts decoding the second slice portion; and
said second decoding unit obtains, from said first
decoding unit, adjacent information that is gen-
erated by said first decoding unit in the decoding
of the first slice portion, and decodes the second
slice potion using or without using the adjacent
information.
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12. An image decoding method of decoding a bit
stream including coded image data, said method
comprising:

obtaining the bit stream;
generating N segment streams by segmenting
each of coded pictures included in the obtained
bit stream into structural units, and by assigning,
as a portion, each of the structural units to a
corresponding one of the N segment streams to
be generated, N being an integer equal to or
greater than 2; and
decoding, in parallel, the respective generated
N segment streams, wherein, when a slice in
one of the coded pictures is segmented into slice
portions and each of the slice portions is as-
signed to the corresponding one of the N seg-
ment streams in said generating of the N seg-
ment streams, a slice portion group is recon-
structed as a new slice so that the slice portion
group is recognized as the new slice by an as-
sociated one of the N decoding units, the slice
portion group including at least one slice portion
to be assigned to the corresponding one of the
N segment streams.

13. A program for decoding a bit stream including
coded image data, said program causing a computer
to execute:

obtaining the bit stream;
generating N segment streams by segmenting
each of coded pictures included in the obtained
bit stream into structural units, and by assigning,
as a portion, each of the structural units to a
corresponding one of the N segment streams to
be generated, N being an integer equal to or
greater than 2; and
decoding, in parallel, the respective generated
N segment streams,
wherein, when a slice in one of the coded pic-
tures is segmented into slice portions and each
of the slice portions is assigned to the corre-
sponding one of the N segment streams in the
generating of the N segment streams, a slice
portion group is reconstructed as a new slice so
that the slice portion group is recognized as the
new slice by an associated one of the N decod-
ing units, the slice portion group including at
least one slice portion to be assigned to the cor-
responding one of the N segment streams.

14. An integrated circuit which decodes a bit stream
including coded image data, said integrated circuit
comprising:

an obtainment unit configured to obtain the bit
stream;

a stream segmentation unit configured to gen-
erate N segment streams by segmenting each
of coded pictures included in the bit stream ob-
tained by said obtainment unit into structural
units, and assigning, as a portion, each of the
structural units to a corresponding one of the N
segment streams to be generated, N being an
integer equal to or greater than 2; and
N decoding units configured to decode, in par-
allel, the respective N segment streams gener-
ated by said stream segmentation unit,
wherein, when said stream segmentation unit
segments a slice in one of the coded pictures
into slice portions and assigns each of the slice
portions to the corresponding one of the N seg-
ment streams in generating the N segment
streams, said stream segmentation unit recon-
structs a slice portion group as a new slice so
that the slice portion group is recognized as the
new slice by an associated one of said N decod-
ing units, the slice portion group including at
least one slice portion to be assigned to the cor-
responding one of the N segment streams.
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